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G The BG News
Friday, March 6,1992

Weather

Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 74, Issue 111

Man snatching women's undies from laundry machines
by Eileen McNamara
The BC News

residence hall laundry rooms in
the past two weeks. More students are believed to have been
When it comes to doing laun- victimized, but have not filed redry, most people have dealt with ports.
the washing machine that ate the
"This is not the first time this
sock or the dryer that shrunk the has happened here ... other peoshirt.
ple just didn't want to call the
But three female University police," said the most recent vicstudents have reported the theft tim, a resident of a Thurstin
of their underwear from dryers Avenue apartment complex.
in their apartment buildings and
The woman, who did not want

her name used, called city police
Monday to report the theft. She
said she suspects a male she observed in the complex's laundry
room may be responsible for the
crime.
The woman said she was moving two loads of laundry from the
washing machine to the dryer
when she observed a white male
in his late 30s with long dark hair
standing inside the separate

The Clark Update:
Acting President Eloise
Clark presented brief progress reports on the International Education Committee,
the health care task force
and other various University committees at the President's Panel meeting Thursday.
□ Page four.
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Outside Campus
Murder suspects indicted:
A Wood County Court of
Common Pleas grand jury
issued indictments Wednesday against University students Steve Woodworth and
Scott Riddle on charges of
murdering their roommate,
Joy Hiser.
The charge indicates the
grand jury believed the two
did not kill Hiser with prior
calculation and design, Assistant County Prosecutor
Gary Bishop said.
On Feb. 6 police found
Hiser dead in a bed in the
apartment she shared with
the two men. A rag soaked
with a toxic mixture of
bleach and ammonia
covered her face and a
bucket of the liquid was next
to the bed. Hiser died from
asphyxiation, a report from
the Wood County Coroner
Office indicated.
Britain considers action:
LONDON - Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd said today that Britain would consider a military strike
against Iraq if Saddam Hussein continues to defy the
United Nations by refusing
to destroy all Iraq's weapons
of mass destruction.
David Kay, who heads the
U.N. weapons inspection
team, said military action
against Iraq is the only remaining option. Iraq's
weapons program has been
disrupted by the U.N. inspections, he said, but it
hasn't been destroyed.
"I think right now the only
alternative is strong coordinated military action by the
permanent five of the Security Council," he said.

Lottery
Pick 3 Numbers
6-2-8
Pick 4 Numbers
5-7-5-1
Cards

7 (seven) of Hearts
6 (six) of Clubs
3 (three) of Diamonds
J (Jack) of Spades
Compiled from stuff and
wire reports.

by Julie Taglialerro
The BC News
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wear. She believes the man put
the pictures in the dryer.
"He was standing there, kind
of checking me out," she said. "I
think he was looking for a reaction from me, but I didn't react so
maybe he was disappointed."
She said she just ignored the
pictures and chose another dryer
instead. After separating her
See Underwear, page four.

Jackson wins
against Sears
i in USG race

Rainy, mild:
Friday, showers likely and
thunderstorms also possible. High in the mld-SOs.
Winds southeast 10 to IS
mph. Chance of rain 70 percent. Friday night, occasional showers and thunderstorms. Low near 40. Chance
of rain 90 percent. Saturday,
showers and thunderstorms
likely. High near 50. Chance
of rain 60 percent.

Inside The News

building which houses the
apartment complex's laundromat.
"He had just come in to get a
pop from the vending machine
which I thought was kind of odd
since this is [primarily] a college
complex," she said.
When she opened one of the
dryers she found two photographs taken from the neck
down of people wearing under-
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The BG News/Jay Murdock

Current USG president Mike Sears (right) congratulates Jason Jackson (left) on his presidential election victory In Prout Lounge Thursday morning. Jackson received more than twice as many votes as
Sears.

Results

President and Viet Prttidtnt
In a landslide victory, Jason
1475
Jackson defeated incumbent Un- ' * Jackson and Babel
642
Sears and Neal
dergraduate Student Govern* SamMelendaz
18
ment president Mike Sears by
* Kevin Coughlin
9
more than 800 votes in the USG
presidential election on Tuesday
Ssnator Al-Laroi
and Wednesday. Results were
849
* Michael Brennan
announced Thursday morning in
* Amanda Harriott
678
Prout Lounge.
* Todd Wesseler
640
Jackson said he was pleased
* Jenny Mathe
612
with his 1475-642 vote win, not
* SamMelendaz
565
just because of the results, but
547
* Mike Martone
because the amount of effort and
* Kirsten Rider
501
time he invested in the campaign
497
* Robin Knuckles
paid off.
* Michael Ledbetter
496
"It is a good feeling because of
* Christen Barnaby
480
all the hard work," Jackson
474
* Michael Haynes
said."It was also great because
* Matthew Polter
449
friends all came together to work
397
Christopher Cape
for [the victory]. This is what
David Harold
388
friendship is all about."
359
Jesse Squire
Jackson also said he was
351
Jack Ihle
pleased with the elected sena344
Matthew Bellin
tors.
344
Briana Creech
"The key thing is that all these
[elected senators] worked hard [
* winners.
See USG, page si».

*-write-ins.

State House tables bill to divide BG's congressional seat
staff and wire reports

A state senate-approved reapportionment bill spliting Bowling
Green and Wood County into two
Congressional districts ran into a
bipartisan roadblock Thursday in
the House, forcing the postponement of a floor vote until
next week.
"We didn't have the votes,"
said House Speaker Vern Riffe,
D-Wheelersburg. after adjourn-

ing the House until Tuesday.
The redistricting plan would
place most of Bowling Green in
the ninth district, home to U.S.
Rep. Marcy Kaptur, D-Toledo,
but leave the city's norhtwest
side for U.S. Rep Paul Gillmor,
R-Port Clinton.
Gillmor's fifth district now includes most of the county, including all of Bowling Green, with
Rossford, Northwood and Walbridge left to Kaptur.

The plan sparked sharp words state," the Bowling Green lawyer
from area and state representa- said. "Gardner is trying to stoke
political fires."
tives.
"Clearly the House Democrats
Baldwin said having both Kapwanted Bowling Green in the 9th tur and Gillmor representing
district," State Rep. Randy Bowling Green could be better
Gardner, R-Bowling Green, said than just one member of Confrom Columbus.
gress.
"We could have come ahead,
Wood County Democratic
Chairman Al Baldwin responded with two advocates for us. Both
people have shown themselves to
in kind.
"There is a lot of Republican be constituent servers," Baldwin
game-playing at this end of the said.

But Gardner said the city could
lose influence.
"Wood County has traditionally
been at the heart of the fifth district," Gardner said, openly wondering if the city would retain a
Congressional office if it were
split.
Earlier in the day, Gillmor said
he was not happy with the Bowling Green split and said removSee Redistrict, page four.

Miami U.
considers
$3 million
budget cut
OXFORD (AP) - Miami University is considering cutting $3 million from its budget because of
declining state support, the administration said Thursday.
The recommendations include
cutting 75 positions, mostly in
support areas and among middlelevel staff in academic divisions
and administrative offices. Most
of the job cuts will be made
through attrition - not filling positions vacated by retirement,
eliminating vacant positions frozen since the state began cutting
its budget and replacing retiring
faculty and staff at lower salaries, the administration said.
The cuts must be made to balance the university's budget,
school president Paul Pearson
said.
Miami has restricted hiring
since November 1990 and started
an early retirement program.
Tkc BG Newl/Jay MurdKk

The cuts will affect services
including continuing education,
campus psychiatric care for students and maintenance of buildings and grounds, Pearson said.

Foosball Wizards?
Working off some stress, seniors Dan Welmer(left) and Bill Quadrangle lobby Thursday afternoon. Welmer won the"brag«in«
Loeich(right) play a quick-paced game of foosball In the Rodgers rights" by beating Loesco 10-7.
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E.A.R. to the ground...
a note of the year: "You should draw
a mushroom cloud and put underit, 'Made in America by lazy and
illiterate Americans and tested in
Japan." - U.S. Sen. Ernest Hollings
(South Carolina), responding to
Japanese officials who called Americans lazy and illiterate.
Perhaps Hollings should have added
Americans are classy and tactful.
•**•.
Kenner Products has announced it is
changing the names of some of its toys
as a response to consumer complaints.
Among the toys which will face namechange are Puke Shooters, Snot Shot,
Butt Kickers and Chunk Blowers (part
of the Savage Mondo Blitzer line of toys
with really stupid and sickening
names).
»****

clown played by Bob Goldthwait.
Head of Ringling Brothers Clown College Steve Smith said about the movie
"I never like to see anything that
portrays this art form in a negative
light ... I do wish [Goldthwait] would
wear the rubber nose with some respect."
Goldthwait answered with, "When I
see clowns, I don't think 'There's somebody bringing joy into people's lives.' I
think 'There's a convicted felon.
There's a guy with a past.'"
This could get bad, folks. Now, if the
bearded lady and plastic man join in the
scuffle ... well, we are in for some entertainment.
Oh, no! The Russians are still spying
on us? Even after the Cold War ended?
How dare they!
And so what? First, spying is better
The Clown Wars, round one (subtitle: than fighting. Second, according to
We Thought The Last Temptation of Russian officials, the U.S. is still spying
Christ Caused a lot of Controversy).
on them - so fair play is fair play.
Some professional clowns are not too Third, for years U.S. allied countries
happy about the way their profession is such as Britain and France have been
portrayed in today's entertainment spying on the U.S. and visa versa (as
world (i.e. Krusty from "The Simpsons" any James Bond watcher knows) in orand Homey from "In Living Color."). der to increase their own technical and
The kicker came recently with the military advancements - so why should
soon-to-be-released "Shakey the Russia be any different?
Clown," a movie about an alcoholic
The war is over, guys.

Letters to the Editor

Science has
foundations
The BG News:
This is being written in response to the letter by John Gobrogge in the Feb. 28 issue entiled "Religion is also a form of
science."
First, Greg Watson did not try
*o push his beliefs onto anyone.
He merely presented them in an
orderly fashion, to allow them to
je scrutinized by anyone willing
,o do so. If you did not want to be
exposed to them why did you not
stop reading after the title?
Second, we do have an excellent idea of what chemicals and
conditions were present on the
aarly Earth. The Miller-Urey exoeriment of 19S3 took methane,
immonia and hydrogen gases in
combination with water vapor,
subjecting them to simulated
lightning (electrical sparks).
From this, they retrieved 20 of
he most common complex molecules around, including formaldehyde and hydrogen cyanide,
.■.Inch then formed simple molecules which proceeded to form
larger, more complex molecules.
These molecules included such
things as the amino acids alanine
and glycine. For not having any
dea of what the early Earth was
like, we got some damn good remits! These chemicals and their
conditions were "discovered" by
some simple, ordered thinking of
scientists.

Third, what do you mean no
one has proven the Earth is billions of years old? Have you
never heard of carbon-14 dating
or are you choosing to be ignorant of it? Scientists have taken
samples of rocks from far below
the Earth's crust and have been
able to carbon date them within a
range of 4 to S billion years.
Where did you get the idea that
people have only dated the Earth
to be less than 10,000 years old?
Don't be like a certain visiting
lecturer and spout out a meaningless statistic without proving it
because I WANT PROOF.
Of course, no scientist has been
able to create living material out
of non-living because it is a process which takes hundreds of
millions of years and this concept
was proven just 39 years ago.
Sean Weimer
Junior
medical technology, astronomy

Views on rape
a 'damn shame'
The BG News:
I heard a guy talking the other
day. He was saying how horrible
it was this high school boy had
been raped in a locker room by
two of his classmates. I hadn't
heard the story so I listened.
I was not just shocked by what
I had heard, I was infuriated by
it. Repeatedly, I heard the guy
say how terrible "that it was a
guy." It was not the fact a PER-

SON was raped, but it was a
GUY.
Rape is just as horrible and
humiliating and disgusting for a
woman as it is for a man. Why
aren't you all up in arms about
that? Women victims of rape are
traumatized as well.
They are sometimes sodomized
too. Do you think because she is
female and her attacker is male it
is less of a victimization? I doubt
this boy's being the victim of
rape by two males had anything
to do with homosexuality.
It is horrible this young person
was raped. It is horrible when it
happens to a woman. But there
was no more violation to this boy
than there is to the countless
women who have been and will
be raped through all the years of
human existence.
To speak out about the horror
of rape would have been admirable if you had applied it to all victims and not just the male victims. As a victim of rape myself,
I was offended by your lack of
concern about what rape really
is, how it feels for All. victims
and your implications that it was
a homosexual act.
All I have left to say is I feel
sorry for your girlfriend because
it is obvious to me you consider
women to be somehow less than
deserving of the same respect
and consideration and freedom
than men.
And that's a damn shame.
Name and address withheld
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Fears of homosexuals in an 'educated' society questioned
Right now, one of the two chief
copy editors is sitting across my
desk and breathing steam. She
was nearly in tears the other
night because she met a guy who
bought a sandwich, but was considering not eating it because he
was sure the man who served it
to him was gay.
He stared at the sandwich,
alternating his complaints about
"flamers" with complaints about
learning all the facts for his marketing test the next day.
But it wasn't just marketing
facts he was having trouble with
"I don't know if I should eat
this," he said, staring down at the
sandwich. "You know what they're like, you know. The ether story
..." he nudged his friend.
For those of you who are as ignorant as I am and don't know the
ether story, it seems that there is
a legend a college man went to
the doctor about a rash he was
developing, only to discover his
homosexual roommate was
having anal sex with him after
the evil gay roommate put him
under with ether.
I did not originally want to
write this story because I
thought gay rights was just another overdone topic. But as Melissa said (and I think she's right):
"While people have tiptoed
around the issue, no one has
come out and said that homophobic behavior is just ridiculous."
It is ridiculous. We are people
who live in an age that is extremely blessed with factual information and data. We are college students and faculty who,
whether some of us act like it or
not, hold an elite position in this
country as far as education is
concerned. There is no excuse
for ignorance of this type any
longer.
Why should this woman, after
telling this man he could eat his
sandwich without fear of infection from gay cooties, be asked if
she was a lesbian? And why, after
she announced that she had gay
friends, should she be asked if
she found out they were gay before or after she became friends
with them? (Read: "It's okay if
you didn't know.")
It should concern everyone,
moreover, that gay people are
frequently viewed just as this
man viewed them: as devious
sexmongers incapable of feeling
or loving or anything but an insatiable sex drive. While I am sure
people who fit this stereotype
exist, they are no more prevalent
in society than heterosexuals
who fit the same stereotype.

Katrina Vandenberg

I can fill this entire paper with
rhetoric, but until this stereotype
is erased, no one will be able to
have a healthy attitude of respect
toward people with a different
sexual preference than they
have.
Two of my friends "came out"
my freshman year of college. No
one felt any differently about
anyone else. In fact, everyone's
relations improved considerably
once everyone could be honest
with each other. I also have the
unique knack of asking men out
that are inevitably gay.
"You probably are just looking
for a more sensitive man," one of

Two of my friends "came
our my freshman year of
college. No one felt any
differently about anyone
else, in fact, everyone's
relations improved
considerably once everyone
could be honest with each
other.
my male friends (who is gay)
said. "Though actually, there is
no difference between gay and
straight men at all."
Whether homosexuality makes
you sick is not the point. Whether
it conflicts with your religious
views is not the point. Homosexuality Is a part of a world we all
live in, and a real part of many
people who are just as full of love
and respect and just as deserving
of it as anyone else.
If anything, the gay community should be particularly admired at this point in time. While
our sandwich-phobic friend is
still probably hopping in bed with
any woman he can find, the gay
community has actually responded rationally to the AIDS
crisis. The epidemic has affected
their sexual lifestyle.
Furthermore, the gay community is actually nurturing and
supportive of people who already

have AIDS, unlike the heterosexual world which is still considering quarantine; even though HIV
is not spread by mosquitoes and
the whole bit, which I won't get
into at this time.
Over and over again, the gay
community has proven to be one
bursting with great contributions
in art, music, science and literature. If everyone were to know
how many people they know are
actually gay, it would make them
stop and think.
So as our ignorant column topic
looked dubiously at the mayonnaise in his sandwich and made
stupid jokes everyone else grew
out of at the age of 12, when everything that was dumb was
"gay." I wonder if he thought
about the current estimate that
up to one in 10 people is homosexual.
Should we kill everyone that's
not like you? Do you know the
word faggot originated from using homosexuals as bundles of
wood to burn witches at the
stake? Do you know that the pink
triangle is a symbol Hitler used
to identify and humiliate homosexuals? The heterosexual community is going to spread HIV
much further than the gay community could in your wildest
dreams.
Melissa tried to explain to this
guy - as delicately as she could that no self-respecting homosexual would WANT to have sex with
a man that hated homosexuals
this much, even If he had access
to all the ether in the biology department.
"But the saddest part of the
whole thing was that I knew that
he was actually considering not
eating that sandwich," Melissa
said, shaking her head. Doesn't
bother me any. He's going to
miss a lot of sandwiches if he's
always worried about who has
been near his food.
I hope he starves to death.
Katrina Vandenberg is a senior
creative writing major and a columnist for The News.

I prefer the most unjust
peace to the justest war
that was ever raged

- Cicero, Letters toAtticus
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Is there justice with Thomas?

5:1

1

J.A. Holmgren

5:15

J.A. Holmgren

Newest Court Justice part of "conservative goon squad"
The Oct. 16 issue of the New
York Times summed up the Senate's 52 to 48 confirmation vote
of Federal Appeals Court Judge
Clarence Thomas.
Americans either saw the allwhite Senate carrying out "a
high-tech lynching" of the most
qualified candidate to succeed
Justice Thurgood Marshall (so
sez Mr. Bush), or we saw seven
Southern Democrats cowering at
the thought of losing their minority voting blocks in the 1992 elections - plus they served as the
springboard for an unqualified
man of questionable morals and
stance to find his way to the
highest court in the land.
Imagine, if you can, the
thoughts running through the
mind of Louisiana Democrat
Bennett Johnston as he mulled
the question of Thomas' confirmation. Here was a man who
managed to defeat ex-Klansman
David Duke in the 1990 Senate
election by receiving a huge influx of last-minute minority
votes. Do you seriously think the
Senator was ever truly considering a "no" vote for Thomas?
Regardless of the reasons,
Clarence Thomas is now an Associate Justice of the United
States Supreme Court and if his
first few rulings are any indication of how he interprets the law,
American Civil Rights should
take a pretty serious beating
over the next 30 or 40 years.
In the case of Presley vs.
Etowah County Commission this
January, Justice Thomas voted
with the rest of the Reagan/Bush
conservative bloc - Chief Justice
William (what? BLACKS are allowed to vote in Arizona, too!)
Rhenquist, Justices David
Souter, Antonin Scalia, Anthony
Kennedy and Sandra Day O'Connor ~ to seriously restrict the application of the 1965 Voting
Rights Act.
In the recent case, two blacks
were elected Etowah County
Commissioners, the first nonwhites elected to the post in the
county's history. However, before the two could assume their
posts, the rest of the commissioners voted to restrict powers
of individual commissioners in
order to appropriate u..,m.-y for
street repairs in their home districts.
The black commissioners sued,

RusseM Kahler

citing a violation of section five
of the Voting Rights Act, which
has been interpreted as a restriction of racially motivated
confinements on elected officials. The Court, in a 6 to 3 decision, interpreted differently.
Justice Kennedy, in writing a
majority opinion which Justice
Thomas concurred, stated "The
Voting Rights Act is not an allpurpose anti-discrimination statute ... that internal reorganization carried out by a democratically elected state or local

... il (Thomas') first few
rulings are any indication ot
how he interprets the law,
American Civil Rights should
take a pretty serious
beating over the next 30 or
40 years.
government is not the type of
change 'with respect to voting'
which Congress intended it to
apply; as Congress did not use
the phrase 'with respect to
governance'."
So there we have it, the "most
qualified candidate" in America
to succeed Justice Marshall has
spoken. How fitting it is his first
decision on the civil rights issue
and governance focuses entirely
on the "silence" of the government" - America is about to
learn the full extent of Justice
Thomas' "silence."
When he dodged the question
about his stance on affirmative
action - Americans ignored his
"Sure, I used it to get into Yale,
but I don't agree with it" stance.
When questioned about abortion
rights, Americans heard the
words "Natural Law" as they
clicked their televisions over to
the afternoon soaps.
Finally, when Professor Anita
Hill came forward with allegations of sexual harassment, we

saw Justice Thomas angrily saying "No job is worth what I've
been through. No horror in my
life has been so debilitating confirm me if you want, don't
confirm me if you are so led..."
I wish they would have
listened
Imagine the possibilty of Justice Thomas being the deciding
vote on a landmark sexual discrimination case - would anyone
feel comfortable that justice had
been served in that case? How
about Roe vs. Wade - I'm afraid
its prospects for survival arc
slim indeed with the addition of
Justice Thomas to the Court's
"conservative goon squad."
In fact it seems most Americans arc so apathetic to anything
which doesn't directly affect
their pocketbooks (read:
Japanese cars), they don't realize
what they have allowed to happen.
If you still have any doubts, or
perhaps feel "the good name of
Clarence Thomas" has been too
often slanted, I leave you with
Justice Thomas' dissenting opinion in Hudson vs. McMillian , the
case of a Louisiana inmate who
sued the state claiming a violation of his Constitutional rights
when two prison guards beat him
while he was handcuffed and restrained in shackles.
"In my view, a use of force that
causes only insignificant harm to
a prisoner may be immoral ... it
may be criminal ... but it is not
cruel and unusual punishment.
Abusive behavior by prison
guards is deplorable conduct ...
but that does not mean that it is
invariably unconstitutnn.il."
Russ Kahler is a junior political science major from Toledo.
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Responses
The Opinion page of the
News consists of editorials,
umns, cartoons and letters
pressing the opinions of
readers.

BC
colexthe

Unsigned editorials are written
by members of The Ncws'Editorial Board and represent the composed opinions of the staff.

ters must be typed, signed and for clarity and brevity.
include the writer's telephone
number, address or on-campus
If not submitting a let!
mail box, plus class rank or oc- guest column in person, p
address the submission to:
cupation, major and hometown.
If presenting a letter in person,
please bring a picture ID, along
with a home phone number.
The Editorial Editor
The BG News
The News also reserves the
210 West Hall
right to edit any submitted work

All readers of The News are
encouraged to express their opinion through letters to the editor
and guest columns.

Gabon,

Letters of the editor should be
200-300 words in length. All let-
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THUR - College Id Nite - No Cover Charge
FRI - Live Band or DJ - "Boys Night Out"
SAT - Come out and Dance till Dawn
SUN - Bowlers gather at 3pm - Hot Buftet 4-7pm
TOLEDO'S PREMIER DANCE CLUB FOR THE ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLE

3300 Secor Road - Toledo
Daily from 4 PM - Sun from 3 PM
Phone(419)536-6556
Closed Monday

18 & Over wilh Pholo ID
FREE Parking - Lighted Lois
On Duty Security at ALL
Happy Hours 4-9pm eve-
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THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE

WHY NOT?
I Xll-i IX. £ x , Bowling Green's annual yearbook
has been covering all the events that have shaped this year,

WHY NOT...
- discover how the football team cruised to
the MAC Championship and subsequent
victory in the CAL Bowl.
- Find out how a University student
Miller Genuine Draft

was elected to Bowling Green's City Council.

Presents...

- See the Fun that was had during BG's first

Question and Answer Night

full snowday since the Storm of 1978.

with Joe Tait

H

"Th« Voice of th« Cltytllnd Cavaliers'

j
Joe Tail. Radio Sportscaster for 21
years.will answer all questions, sign
autographs, and give away prizes

Monday, March 9th
starting at 8:30pm
M.T. Muggs
'

But our coverage doesn't end there. Academics, athletics, greek
oganizations, seniors, and student life. It's all here in THE KEY

So call 372-8086
to order your 1992 Key now!

The Key. Why Not?!
THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY THE KEY
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Program enables art majors,
faculty to study Italy up close
by Kirk Pavellch
The BC News
Acting President Eloise Clark
presented brief progress reports
on the International Education
Committee, the health care task
force and other
various University committees at the
President's
Panel meeting
Thursday.
Clark said
the IEC has inst it ut ed a
summer- Clark
abroad program which will enable University art majors and faculty to travel to Italy - the first such program to be offered at the University.
According to Clark, the committee is currently considering
110 proposals from students and
faculty interested in the program, with students making up

r

85 percent of the requests. She
said the IEC hopes to announce
the participants of the program
by March 20.
"[IEC] are still struggling to
figure out how to handle the
requests expeditiously," Clark
said. "Since this is their first
time through, I'm sure they'll
probably be refining the process
and making some adjustments."
Clark said the program is not
currently exchange-oriented. Instead, its main purpose is to offer
University students the opportunity to study abroad. She said as
the program gains recognition,
there is the possibility that it can
feature Italian exchange students coming to the University.
Students involved in the program will be required to pay for
travel, housing and University
tuition expenses. Faculty Senate
vice chairman Allen White questioned the uniqueness of the program in light of these conditions.
Clark said the students will
still receive credit hours for the

Knead Some Dough?

classes, with the travel expense
being the only extra cost necessary for the experience.
"I don't know that it's unique,
but it's one we didn't have before
at Bowling Green," she said. "It's
an opportunity that can be taken
advantage of by art history
majors and art students."

^r* \

In other business, security
services and police coordinator
Roger Swope presented a report
on the progress of the campus
lighting situation, an issue which
was first brought to the administration's attention at the Feb. 7
Board of Trustees meeting.
"We just took a lighting survey
and [the lights] have improved
considerably from Merry Street
on north," Swope said. "They're
working [through the rest of
campus] now."
According to Clark, the problem with the lights in front of the
University Union Oval had been
caused by the construction crew
working on Hayes Hall.

f
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Redistrict
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Continued from page one.

The Senate approved a joint
ing his office from Bowling situation to the city of Fostoria,
which is split among three conference committee's version
Green was a possibility.
When contacted late Thursday counties and must work with nine of the bill 24-9 Tuesday night,
with five Democrats and four
afternoon, representatives for county commissioners.
The BG Ntwi/Tegan Schlaiicr
Republicans voting against it.
both Kaptur and Gillmor would
not comment because they did
"I can't see where it will help State Sen. Betty Montgomery,
Separating dough for pizza pans, food service coordinator Karen Perry prepares for the dinner crowd
not know the result of the redis- BG - it complicates our lives. We R-Perrysburg, voted for the plan.
at the Pizza Outlet in the University Union Thursday afternoon. Perry said the Pizza Outlet is now
trict ing fight.
have enough trouble in the comopen for lunch from 11: JO to 4 JO p.m. as well as the regular dinner hours.
Riffe
said
the
delay
does
not
munity with various lifestyles
Bowling Green Mayor Wes and we don't need to split it polit- necessarily mean the state will
Hoffman compared the possible ically."
have to hold a delayed primary
election for congressional candi- UII d e T W 63 T
noticed the man was still there. underwear," she said.
dates. He said the bill still could
be approved next week although
Continued from page one.
When she returned, the man had
She believes the man she saw
left and one of the loads, consist- in the building was responsible
incumbents and challengers
would have less time to file nom- light and dark clothes in two ing almost entirely of underwear, for the theft and said she thinks
inating petitions.
dryers, she left the building and was gone. Items were missing he may be responsible for others.
from the other load as well.
The two other reported inci"[The thief] looked through my dents occurred in Offenhauer
Jftr. dark clothes too and picked out Towers, which is near the apartsome of my 'silkies' that he want- ments where the latest theft oced," she said.
curred. The Offenhauer inciM»«**'
&
The pictures which she had dents were reported to UniversiTY"1
&%VP
$ found earlier in one of the other ty police.
rV dryers were placed on top of re- Public Information Officer
maining clothes.
Barbara Waddell said University
ft
'y'l
|
"The pictures weren't lewd or police cannot conclude whether
r Y
anything ... just people in their the on-campus thefts are related.
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IN THE GREAT TRADITION OF

O.C.P.A.B.
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WE PRESENT TO YOU
ANOTHER

£%&%%ff%^^
a

£30 TRIP

g

We want to take YOU to

CINCINNATI

Hurry! Only o few left for Foil '92
or rhe following locorions:

JUST SSO GETS YOU;
TK.V.YSI'OIMATIO.V

0

^

HOTEL LODGIA'G : At Holiday Inn Holodome
complete with Olympic size pool, whirlpools,
restaurants, double occupancy.
RIVER BOAT CRUISE : On one of Cincinnati's
famous paddle boats down the scenic Ohio River.
During this entertaining 2 1/2 hours, a buffet dinner
of baked white fish and prime rib will be served.
DEPARTURE
NOON MARCH 21

GOOD LOCATIONS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS:

RETURN
MARCH 23

Sign up March 3-19 at the
Off-Campus Student Center-Ground Floor Moseley
Call 372-8915

r-r.
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522 E. Merry - 1 left!

v\
YT
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Field Manor - 2 left!

&

Frazee - 5 left!

V-rl
rTTtl
r T

Ridge Manor - GOING FAST!
Call for more informorion
or 352-0717

T;T

224 E. Woosrer

J

Summer Rotes Available!

" MUST PAY WHEN YOU SIGN UP"

i

rV

s

1

theprice ofa good
sandwichjust
got km))
t'GMto

University Food Operations

^cy»o

We're more than just great dining halls!
We're snack bars, full service restaurants, and

G.T. Express

DOWN

&

Chily's Express

Sun.-Thur.
6 p.m. - Midnight

Mon. - Fri.
4:30p.m. -6:30p.m.
McDonald Annex

open everyday 2:00 p.m. - Midnight

Commons Lowerlevel
Bowling Green's on campus convenience storesl

UL

terries

•SUBWfiV

Mon.-Fri.

4:30-6-30

Harshman - Chapman

T

Wmt
M
Sun. -Thurs.
6 p.m. - Midnight

Harshman I-owcrlcvcl

£xm£&
D

GARDEN
TERRACE

o

K K IN

Sun. - Sat.
2 p.m. - Midnight
McDonald North

Buy Any Footlong Sub And A Medium Drink
And Get A Regular Footlong Sub
Of Equal Or Lesser Price For 99'
354-2608 828 S.Main

•SUBWRV"

Quantum 90,95+ meal plans, faculty/staff charges and cash accepted at all locations
(Quanlum 90 cards cannot be used lor non lood items at G.T Express or Chily's Express)

Offer food it piriKipKIni
tiorttonly

Noi good in i nmhinjiii in •
other offer Offer e»pire\_

!
I

!i
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Allergy season just around the corner Tickets
Bowling Green referred to as "Hay Fever Capital of the World"
on sale
to beat
Bursar

—BGaSkll—
Education will never become as expensive as ignorance-Anonymous

by Michael Zawacki
The BC News

Help! I'm feeling "overloaded" with my class load!
Is there still time to drop a
class?
Dear Over-loaded Socket,
You're In luck! Friday,
March 13, is the deadline to
withdraw/pass (provided
you are passing!) with the
professor's and the college's permission. Stop by
your college office and pick
up a Drop/Add form.

Allergy season Is swiftly engulfing the University once again
and for some students who are
affected, it could mean misery.
Dr. Joshua
Kaplan, director of the Student Health
Center, said
Bowling Green
is in a prime location for allergy problems.
"It's farm Kaplan
country." Kaplan said. "Any open field is going to grow a fair amount of
plants and weeds."

I forgot to request
courses for Fall 1992. What
do I do now?
Dear Forgetful Freddie,
As a result of your forget fulness, procrastination,
etc., you may not register
for classes until New Open
Registration, April 16-19.
Make a solemn vow now not
to let that happen again!

Glcnna Rufo, a registered
nurse at the health center, said
many students from other parts
of the state are particularly affected by allergies.
"We're in a bad allergy belt,"
she said. "If you're from the surrounding area, [allergies] may
not bother you. But people from [
outside the area] complain that
their allergies bother them more

up at BO."
Kaplan said a running joke at
the Student Health Center is
"Bowling Green: The Hay Fever
Capital of the World," because of
the severity of hay fever at the
University.
"People can be allergic to literally anything," Kaplan said.
Judy Miller, a registered nurse
at the health center, said people

can be allergic to pollen, trees, tion to block the antigens (the
grasses, ragweed, mites, dust foreign pollen or other irritants)
and even cats and dogs.
from reacting with the body's
Tony Pucell, a sophomore, said histamine-releasing cells.
his allergies bother him in the
"It's these [histaminefall and in the spring.
releasing] cells that give the per"Up [at the Unversity] my al- son their problems," Kaplan said
lergies get really bad," Pucell
Allergy shots often take a year
said, "So bad that they just knock or longer to become effective,
me out for a day or two."
though.
According to Kaplan, an al"If you start the shots now they
lergy causes the body's immune
system to react against an infec- probably will help for the fall of
tion but treat the irritant as if it •93," Kaplan said.
were a virus. Symptoms include
a runny nose and watery eyes.
Rufo said the Student Health
People may find relief from Center does not do allergy testtheir miseries with the help of al- ing and students wishing to get
lergy shots.
allergy shots must provide their
Kaplan said with repeated in- own serum and a complete set of
jections, a person will develop a instructions from a personal
different type of antibody reac- physician.

by Bridget Shannon
The BC News

Using "Beat the Bursar!"
as its rallying cry, the Honors Student Association and
Honors Program is now
sponsoring its 10th Annual
Tuition Raffle.
Tickets cost $1 each or $5
for six. Each ticket give*
the buyer a chance at the
grand prize of $1000 or one
of three $S0 book scholarships.
"The $1000 grand prize
will be directly deposited
into the winner's bursar account," explained Kathy
Tibaidi, sales chairwoman
for the tuition raffle. "It
can then be applied toward
their bills or withdrawn."
The three $50 book scholarships work the same way.
Last year the Honors
Program raised $3598 In
ticket sales. This year their
goal is to raise $5000.
Susan Darrow, associate
director of the Honors Program, said the proceeds
from ticket sales will be put
into the J. Robert Bashore
Scholarship Fund. The
scholarships are awarded
every fall to members of
the Honors Program. Last
year, they totaled $2500.

Program aimed at Ohio's minority teens

When will the Fall 1992
Schedule of Classes booklet
be available?
Dear Searching for the
STAR.
The booklets will be
available on Thursday,
March 19 or Friday, March
20. They will be delivered
to the residence halls for
on-campus students. Commuter students must pick
them up at the Office of
Registration and Records.
You must present your ID
to receive a copy.

by Genora Rutherford
The BC News

Increasing the number of students enrolling in Ohio public colleges and universities
is the goal of the fifth annual Pre-College
Enrichment Program (PEP).
The selection process is taking place
through March 27. A total of SO high school
students of African-American and Hispanic
descent will be chosen to live and study on
campus for six weeks. The program will
start June 20 and run through Aug. 1. The
students will reside in MacDonald North
Hall.
To be eligible for the program, a student
must be entering her or his junior or senior
year in high school with at least a 2.75 grade
point average. Each student must also provide three references and write a 100-word
essay. This year's topic is "What one word

What happens if I don't
make my minimum grade
point average (GPA) for the
major I'd like?
Dear Show Me the Way,
Set up an appointment
with an adviser in your college office to explore your
options.

y /

describes you and why?"
Last summer, a total of 37 students representing 26 Ohio high schools participated.
The 37 were chosen from 177 applicants. Of
the 37 participants, 39 percent were Hispanic and 61 percent were African American.
"Of the 25 minority scholarships awarded
this year, 15 were former participants in the
Pre-College Enrichment Program," said
Greg Ross, director of Special Programs.
The program is divided into five components: study skills, science, composition,
mathematics and computers. Graduate assistants conduct the classes for the most part,
except for the biology class, where a full
professor is present. Tutors were hired to
aid the students with daily homework and selected University students acted as program
assistants.

The flower of HOPE...
daffodils

I'm a commuter. Is there
a home away from home?
Dear Commuting Chris,
You bet! The Hazel H.
Smith Off-Campus Student
Center is the place for you.
It Is located on the ground
level of Moseley Hall. Stop
in and give them a look.

TWO
PAIR,
ONE
PRICE!

,***

BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA

Since the program assistants lived in the
residence halls with the high school students, they both seemed to gain something
special from the six-week program. They
were able to form a bond and obtain personal
and academic knowledge, according to University graduate student Marcos Rivera
"I decided to become a program assistant
because the opportunity seemed interesting,
especially after being a resident adviser for
two years," Rivera said. "The only thing I
would change is the budget cuts to allow for
more students to be a part of such an experience as this."
University students interested in becoming a program assistant must be juniors with
at least a 2.5 grade point average. Program
assistants were paid $1650 last summer. Applications are currently being taken in the
Multicultural Affairs Office.

m OUR TIME: THE WORLD AS SEEN BY

MAGNUM PHOTOGRAPHERS
Over 300 celebrated photographs taken worldwide,
1930s-1980s, by 60 renowned photojoumalists
Now through April 12

TWO PAIR OF REGULAR
PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES

PARTY-SMART

AT ONE LOW PRICE!

SPRING

BREAK '92
PANAMA CITY
BEACH, FL

SINGLE VISION

STANDARD BIFOCALS

$ft088

$10088

V^aP Jg FM I0TH r»l«S

• FITS EXAMINED IT ML S. SHIFF OrTOMETItlST
• BHUIErlCED OPTICIANS AITOUI SEWKI
• m EXAMS PIKED SEPEIATELY

Burlington Optical

S4G9

Don't wall till It's to lat*
For info and rossrvatlona

120 N. Aurora St.. Hhaca. NY 14SS0

1 800-648-4849

■^■i M >0tl0IHF*IIS

SOtC SKCWJB.0 UKXMSI IBfOOLS M SUOHTIY MOflt

7 nil bcich/ronf hotel only $119
7 n(» hotel and but only $210

JAMAICA
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TOLEDO
IMS S. IETHOLDS
MBURoannwra

TOLEDO
J1S3W.SYIVANIA

BOWLING GREEN
UHE.W00STH
ua wrooommf

382-2020

472-1113

352-2533

itocuc HASTE nwmiBtws -*Two«rTrwAWOTv«MCMOTo«OAS"tci»*.s QffCTtE*wg»tMt mmte

Magnum Annual Meeting. Pans. 198S. as documented by member pholojoumalisl Elliott Erwitt

■ Elliott Brwitt, Magnum Phol >- Inc

THE TOLEDO MUSEUM OF ART
2446 Monroe at Scottwood; 41B-25&-0OOO; Open Daily 10-4, Sunday 15, closed Monday.
Tickets available at the door or call 419-243-7000. Group tours available. 419-255^000.
Spofuorrd by prolvMtonal PfcoUifraptiy Dim
of An* ihcpnjKl ••■dr>rlup*4 by L>uCr«
Th* Tnlrd'i (hming ■• lupported m pan b> a

* Ka*iman Kodak Company and organurd b> THr Anwrvan Federation at A/la Ml B in and A**orial#» and ■upported by a planninf (rant from Oat ftrwarth Int EW-rrU J md
'am from ilw-Ohid Art* rnuiKil ».lh promoitonjl .uppon f>omT*» Hlad- North*. -;
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SUMMER heat is near.
What about your HOUSING.

V
/
/
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fc
March 12. 1092

\

\

X

Two Bedroom
320 Elm E, F, G, H
801-803 Fifth «4, 7, 8
309 High »2, 6
318 1/2 N. Main
507 E. Merry #1, 3,5, 6
525 E. Merry »1, 3, 4, 5, 6, ".8
616 Second St.
520 E. Reed »2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8
920 E. Wooster'l, 2, 3
1024 E. Wooster »RR
Three Bedroom
243 S. Prospect House

y
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One Bedroom
222 S. College «2
Six weeks lease
228 S. College »L, B, F, J

X

Come as a pair in costumes to the Northeast
Commons at 7:30pm. The best costumes will
then be asked questions to win $100 and other
great prizes. Sign up in the UAO office, 3rd Floor
Union. For more details call 372-2343 or UAO info
line at 372-7164

We Have the variety you need.
Check out these apartments:

NEWIPVE
Stop by our office at 325 S. Main and
pick up our weekly updated brochure.

Rentals

352-5620

Nationa
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Kerrey abandons campaign trail,
throws endorsement to Clinton
by Jill Lawrence
The Associated Press

■

The race for the Democratic nomination:*
HZ] Tsongas

F=3 Kerry

DUD Harkln

EZI Brown

T77i Clinton

WM Tsongas - Brown (tie)

' Results ot me Washington and Minnesota caucuses are lenialM

WASHINGTON - On paper,
Bob Kerrey was perfect presidential material. But in person,
he often fell short.
The Nebraska senator ended
his Democratic candidacy
Thursday with wit and warmth
that he didn't always show on the
campaign trail, and with bottomline honesty that did come
through - often to his detriment.
Kerrey's credentials were unsurpassed: Vietnam Medal of
Honor, self-made millionaire
businessman, former governor,
slayer of two Republican incumbents in a conservative state and
former boyfriend of actress Debra Winger.
But the magic that worked in
Nebraska was missing in his first

national campaign. Kerrey admitted as much at a wistful and
sometimes emotional news conference as he abandoned the
race.
"A campaign depends upon the
... candidate's capacity to communicate and to establish trust,"
Kerrey said, "and I did not begin
to do that until very late in the
campaign."
Kerrey won a big victory Feb.
25 in South Dakota, but never
translated his assets into widespread appeal outside "his own
region. He consistently finished
at or near the bottom of the pack.
Kerrey, whose campaign is
about $1 million in debt, said
money problems contributed to
his decision. "We ran out of gas,"
he said.
There are four Democrats still
in the field - Arkansas Gov. Bill
Clinton, former Massachusetts

Sen. Paul Tsongas, Iowa Sen.
Tom Harkln and former California Gov. Jerry Brown.
On the campaign trail, Kerrey
insisted Clinton was unelectable
because of questions about the
Arkansas governor's use of a
draft deferment to avoid serving
in Vietnam. But Thursday Kerrey called his attacks "political
hyperbole" and said he would
campaign "feverishly" for Clinton if he is the nominee.
"The only unelectable politician running for president of the
United States is George Bush,"
Kerrey said.
For weeks in New Hampshire,
site of the critical first primary,
Tsongas was perceived as a regional candidate and Clinton was
beset by allegations about his
personal life. But Kerrey was
unable to attract voters searching for an alternative.
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Record numbers receive federal aid

J„aJ

sS7,Dick and Jane Want To
Congratulate February
Committee Members Of The Month!

!

I
■

ADMINISTRATIVE
Everyone

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES
Kelly Schaffer
Dave
Jane Herder
Brian Shellhase
Joe Schrock
DeJong Boyd
Carolyn Moore

PUBLICATIONS
Tricia Orewiler
Lori Stoobick
Mollie Monahan

CAMPUS FILMS
Kirk Peters
Dawn Thorburn
Bill Payne

v>^

WASHINGTON (AP) - A record ter. That is almost 2 million more
13.4 million people are receiving than when the recession began in
money from the government's mid-1990.
Government figures obtained
welfare program to help families
pay for food, clothing and shel- by The Associated Press show

AMADEUS

MINI -COURSES
Stephanie Swart
OUTDOOR REC
Amy Tomon
Stephanie Swart

SPOTLIGHT
Lisa Esposito
Jennifer Speth

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Tricia Profit
Albert Miller
Sally Zeller

PERFORMING ARTS
Steve Varicchio
Sue Lorah
Amy Karliak

by
Peter Shaffer
Eva Marie St. Theatre
University Hall

tr10" DOUBLES

10'DELUXE

Two - 10"
Two Item Pizzas

One 10" Deluxe

^50

Topping Includes
Pepperoni, MusJiroorns, Own Peppery Sausage,
On'om

5

352-1539
1616E. Wooster

^^

l
,1

c... Delivery
r\.l;....
Free

..*£.- 352-1539
■V**^'

6l6E.Woosler,B.G.

EXTRAVAGANZA

W*
9*

In 30 Minutes Or Less
From 11:00am DAILY

\

P-^xroai, Minkrootm, Horn. Onions. Green
Peppers. Boron, Sanuge, Ground Heel, Hoi
Peppers, Euro ttetie. Eitro Thick (nrt. Block oi
Green Olives, nntopplo(rjttroSaimfrM)

352-1539

I6I6E Wooslcr. B.G

12 "DELUXE
One 12" Deluxe
Topping Includes
Pepperoni Mushrooms, Green Peppery Sousage,

goo
Onions

OPEN FOR LUNCH
Daily Menu

Free Delivery

.,,,$,,- 352-1539
■{/*
T*"

.>•

'

1616 t. Woosler, B.G.

Single
S4.00...S.50 eo
S57S...S.75 eo
S7.50...S1.00ea

EXTRAVAGANZA
M1

10"-$6.50
12" - $9.50
14"-$12.50
Pepoeroni. Mushrooms, Ham, Onions, Green
Peppers, Boron, feusoge. Ground Beef, Hoi
Peppers, biro Chew. Extra Tnidr Crest, Hade or
Green Olives, Pineapple (fare Soere Free]
Free Delivery

-Lg&f 352-1539

L
12"DOUBLES
Two - 12"
Two Item Pizzas

10"
Free
FTM

Delve
Delivery

£&

Double
lo- S5.50. ..Sl.OOea
ir S7.25...S1.50ea
14" S9.00...S2.00 eo

sw

Free) Delivery

352-1539
1616 E.Woosler, B.G

Continued from page one.

Call the Box Office right away to reserve your tickets:
372-2719, Monday-Friday 10am-2pm, 4-7pm

nnoonnoanoGaooooooaooaofrj
i
i

3

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
AND

"i

Free Delivery

FREE DELIVERY
Out driven carry less than $20 limited delivery area

10"- $6.50
12"- $9.50
14"- $12.50

75

USG

March 6-7
8:00p.m.
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DOLLAR SAVER MENU

The rising tide of poverty and
the accompanying public costs
are focusing government attention on what do to about Aid to
Families with Dependent Children. Republicans and Democrats agree that it does not help
people become self-sufficient.
In California, the AFDC rolls
are growing by about 12 percent
a year. That is more than the
state unemployment rate of 8.1
percent in February and four
times its rate of population
growth.

BGSU Theatre Presents:

PUBLICITY
Heidi Stout
Michelle Jansky
Diana Taranto
Karen Headman

C

c
c
c

MID AM MANOR

c
c
c
'NOW RENTING'
c
Choose from choice apartments within walking c
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93 c
c
school year.
c
c
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
c
"I
gas heat & water included, air conditioning
"I
c
3
c
Resident Manager,
1
c
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
3
c
352-4380
1
c
inninnnnnnrinnnnnnnnnnnnrr
-i
"i
"i
i
i
"i
3
1
1

14"DELUXE

TOPPINGS AVAILABLE
Pepperoni
Green Peppers
Mushrooms
Hom
Ground Beef
Onions
Italian Sausage
Black Olives

One 14" Deluxe

Green Olives

lopping Includes

Anchovies
Pineapple
Hoi Peppers
Bacon Strips
Extra Cheese
Extra Thick (rust
Extra Sauce FREE

Pepperoni. Mushrooms, Gften Peppers, towage.
Onion

11
,

Monday Madness

Held Thursday
0n« 17* Pizza, (xlro Thick

Only $3.50

Crust, Pepperoni & Extra Cheese

■p***-

Terrifk Tuesday
One IT I Item Pin a

Only $4.50
Wild Wednesday
OMM'1 Item Pizza
Only $5.50

Weekend Double Feature
One \T Deluxe, & One 1T
I Item Pizza
Only $10.50
Weekend Double Feature
One 14" Deluxe, 1 One 14"
1 Item Pizza
Only $13.50

-Hfe 352-1539 i
Pepsi and Diet Pepsi...50< Per Can
L jLl- - 'i'- I0«S'li-GJ

1616 E.Woosler, I G.

1

Three- 10"
One Item Pizzas

11

OO

Frta Delivery

■-£fe? 352-1539
■P*^^ 161iE.Vfco*r,i.G.

PROGRESSION
* Also Bungie Jumping
Starting May 1992

rree Delivery

lO'TRIPLE

Only SS.50

SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT TRAINING AND

In business since 1965

.J&r. 352-1539

DAILY SPECIALS
One 10" 1 llemPina

00

15199 Grove Road
Garrettsville, Ohio 44231
Phone: (216)548-4511

• • • • COLLEGE STUDENTS » • • *
ONLY $75.00/person
' Includes Military Round Parachute Jump, all training
and equipment rental
' Good thru June 1992
' Cash payment required
* Ask about weight requirements
ALSO AVAILABLE: MODERN SQUARE COURSE

participation in the program has
increased steadily, from 11.6 million in July 1990 to 13.4 million in
December 1991, the most recent
month available.

on their campaign]. With youth
comes energy," he said referring
to how newly-elected USG members will work to accomplish
goals.
Babel said he and Jackson will
work to meet the needs and issues concerning students.
"The bottom line is that we
took a strong stand on a number
of issues," he said. "We intend to
fulfill every one of our campaign
promises."
A disappointed Sears said he
wished the best of luck to Jackson as president.
"I think Jason ran an excellent
campaign," Sears said. "[The
USG presidency] was a great experience for me and I'm sure it
will be for him too."
Michael Brennan took the top
position in the senate race with
849 votes. Brennan and Jenny
Mathe are the only two senators
who are retaining their seats.
Brennan was pleased he was
re-elected and said he is looking
forward to working with the
other elected senators.
"The students of this University obviously approve of the job
I'm doing so far," Brennan said
of his first place finish in the
senate race."I have every intention of continuing the progress."
Sam Melendez is glad to have
been elected as a senator although the presidential campaign instituted by SAM., a
group of his friends, did not succeed.
"I think we'll get a lot accomplished in USG [in the coming
year]," Melendez said.
"Overwhelmed is the word;
definitely," said Matt Polter, one
of the newly-elected senators.
Michael Haynes, another senator-elect, believes the new senators will work well together, but
said he was disappointed with the
low voter turnout.
"I think It's a shame that only
one-sixth of the students voted,"
Haynes said.
Rob Routzahn, chairman of
USG's Elections and Opinions
Board, said 2231 ballots were
cast, a decline of about 10OO from
last year. Routzahn said there
were some write-in votes - Including 18 presidential votes for
Melendez - but they were not of a
significant number.
"Overall, the election ran
fairly smoothly without too many
bumps," Routzahn said. -
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Falcons take on Bobcats
in MAC tourney preview
by Matt Schroder
sports editor

The BG Ntwsilay Murdsck

Freshman center Shane Kllne-Rumnski goes up for a rebound against Western Michigan's Jim HavrlIl.i during Wednesday's 95-86 loss. The Falcons travel to Athens Saturday to face Ohio University-

Falcon Fever.
Catch It!
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PHI MU
Celebrates 140 Years

Saturday's game might as well
be called Bowling Green vs. Ohio
U.-Part I.
Because the same two teams
will face each other again next
Thursday at Detroit's Cobo Hall
in the first round of the MidAmerican Conference Tournament.
But Part II will be much more
important than the original.
When the Falcons and Bobcats
square off Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Athens, little will be at stake except pride and momentum. But
next week's matchup is another
story. The winner is awarded another tomorrow, while the loser
looks forward to next season.
Bowling Green and Ohio's
men's basketball teams currently
hold down the fourth and fifth
place In the MAC. And no matter
what the outcome on Saturday the final regular season game the two teams will do it again on
Mar. 12.
Still, the players don't believe
they can afford to look past this
opportunity.
'This game is very important
to us to get confidence going into
the tournament," senior guard
Kirk Whiteman said. "We have to
go down there and show we can

BUY A REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB,
GET A SIX INCH SUB FOR 99 <

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE!
353-0204
Delivery Hours: Thurs, Fri, Sat 3pm to 10 pm
Minimum Delivery $3.50
WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY ONLY!

*SUBUJHV*

HOMECOMING

"Our intensity has not been
there on offense or defense,"
Whiteman said.

NATIONAL RESIDENCE
HALL HONORARY
Applications will
be available starting
March 9 in
425 Student Services
KAPI»A DELTA

l^***********************
HOMECOMING

championships, Ohio is not hurting in that category.
Bowling Green will soon get
reacquainted with Lewis Geter, a
6-8 forward who leads the MAC
in scoring with 21 points per
game. He also grabs eight rebounds per game which is good
for fourth in the conference.
"They have plenty of good athletes and good shooters. We'll
Just have to play like we were
last month," Whiteman said.
The other big gun for Ohio is
6-7 senior Dan Aloi, who is fourth
in the conference in scoring with
15 ppg. He's shooting 48 percent
on the season from the floor.
Both teams will be looking for
the upper hand on Saturday, hoping to find a weakness to exploit
in Detroit. But BG players and
coaches realize that the effort
has not been up to par over the
last two losses. And a repeat
effort will translate into the Falcons backing into the tournament
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HOMECOMING

beat them so we know that going
into the post-season."
The Falcons have had mixed
results lately against the Bobcats. They swept the season series from Ohio a year ago, including a close win in the first round
of the 1991 conference tournament.
But the Bobcats didn't have to
wait long to avenge last season's
final loss. This year's MAC
opener was a BG-OU clash at Anderson Arena. Ohio came in
tabbed by the media as the conference's best team, and narrowly edged a youthful Falcon
team 68-65.
"When we played them here
earlier, they really hurt us with
the out of bounds plays," Whiteman said. "All those points plus
our turnovers really did us In.
Playing them so close to the
tournament will give us a chance
to get more familiar with their
personnel."
The Bobcats' personnel could
be the most talented in the MAC,
with the possible exception of
Ball State. And while it takes
more than mere talent to win

HOMECOMING

HOMECOMING
LOGO CONTEST
Win $100.00
Design o logo to be used for oil
Homecoming promotional irems.
Entries must revolve around the rheme

"United We Stand - DGSU
Homecoming 1992"

Jail1 ii ' Bail March 7

Pick up derails or rhe UAO office
on rhe 3rd floor of rhe Union.
Entries due March 30 at 5:00 p.m.

Arrest Your Roommate, Boyfriend, or RA...
and help Bowling Green children
Donations SI.00
for more info call 372-2871

:w,'.i««7.'.n:r<
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HOMECOMING

APPOINTMENTS

PRIORITY!

BUILDING ON 50
YEARS OF TRADITION

On your list of things to do make sure to stop
in at
University Village
&
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FOR THE
LATEST IN
BOTH
LOCAL
AND
CAMPUS
CRIME,
CHECK
OUT THE

BG NEWS

BLOTTER.

Sorority Rush
Informational Meeting
Sunday, March 8
9:30p.m. Gold Lounge
1st Floor Founders

Everyone
Welcome!!
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University Courts Apts.
They are now renting!
•
•
•
•
•

1 and 2 Bedroom apartments
9 and 12 month leases
Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included
Central air
No pets please

Walking Distance To Campus!

(419) 352-0164

Clough & Merer
Bowling Gr««n
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Women tuneup for MAC leers fight for playoff spot
by Steve Senly
sports writer

The women's basketball
team travels to Athens this
weekend to face Ohio University on Saturday at 5:45 p.m. before beginning the MAC tournament on Tuesday, March 10
at Anderson Arena
The Falcons, 22-4 and 13-2 in
MAC, have secured second
place in the conference, while
the Bobcats are tied for sixth
in the league with Eastern
Michigan at S-9. One of those

Bobcat losses can be attributed
to the Falcons earlier this
season to the tune of 87-79.
BG coach Jaci dark is quick
to point out that the Falcons
won't overlook the Bobcats, for
a variety of reasons.
"We have a lot of respect for
Ohio University. As a team
they lead the league in rebounding and their starting
center Nikki Smith (20.5 points
per game) leads the league in
scoring. We also need to play
well to remain confident heading Into tournament time. We

might play Ohio again in the
tournament, so we need to be
ready," said Clark.
The Falcons, winners of 20
games or more the past five
years, have won 13 of their last
15 games and look to continue
their march to a possible MAC
Championship.
"I think we can play better,"
said Clark. "We need to mainlain our confidence and execute our game plan. You have
to adjust to a number of situations."

BG squeaks by Ferris State
by Randy Setter
sports writer

The men's tennis team extended their winning streak to three
after beating the Bulldog's of
Ferris State in a close 5-4 match
Wednesday afternoon at the
Findlay Racquet Club. The victory improved their overall record to 3-4.
Andrew Bonser and Karl
Crnkovich lead the team with
victories in their singles matches
and teamed together to win No. 3
doubles.

The duo's double match was Koehler lost in straight sets 4-6,
the deciding point in the match 4-6. Westmeyer lost a three- set
that won the competition for the decision 6-7 (3-7), 6-3,4-o\
Falcons. Crnkovich and Bonser
Westmeyer and Zumph lost at
dueled to a 6-2, 7-6 (7-3) victory.
Bob Zumph won No. 1 singles No. 1 doubles in straight sets 3-6,
in a close, three-set match 7-6 4-6. Koehler and partner Jim
(9-7), 4-6, 6-2. Crnkovich won in Snyder dropped a three-set
straight sets at No. 4 singles 6-2, match 4-6,6-3,4-6.
6-2. Bonser won 6-2, 6,4 at No. 5
"We played better (as a team)
singles. Jeff Huffman won at No.
during the weekend against
6 singles with a 6-1,6-1 victory.
Marquette and Illinois than yesTodd Koehler, No. 2 singles, terday,"said Koehler. "But it did
and Jeff Westmeyer, No. 3 sin- give us a real boost in confidence
gles, each lost their matches. winning three straight."

—OLurtjuutiri 1
NCAA Mini BaiUlbill
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Pisooello's

(

IAB^VI Open 4pm/Sat & Sun
Su noon 352-5166

Top Ten Reasons to Eat Pisanello's Pizza.
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Friendly, Free Delivery.
Fried pepperonis make great mini - trisbees.
Dough $ made fresh daily.
Our real cheese keeps cows oft unemployment lines.
We have the freshest ingredients in town.
... and the freshest crew, too!
Best Deals Around-Just Call!!!
Cuz a pizza never had it sooo good!
Open late every nite!
What else has your stomach got to do?
The Insider choice for Best Pizza for 1992
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by Mike Slates
sports writer

The hockey team enters its
final weekend of the season by
hosting Ferris State on Friday
and Saturday.
Bowling
Green has its
back against
the wall, needing three points
to qualify for
the CCHA
playoffs. This
consists of any
combination of York
a BG win- tie or
an OSU loss-tie.
The icers are vying for their 21st
consecutive playoff appearance
since 1971 when the league was
formed.
The Falcons, sporting an 8-18-5
overall, 7-17-5 league record, are
two points ahead of ninth place
Ohio State. The Buckeyes would

by CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer

Hargrove said he won't decide
on his opening day pitcher until
mid-March; Nagy and Jack Armstrong would seem to be the frontrunners.
"We've got three or four guys
we could go with. Hopefully one
of them will emerge. But it's not
a burning question right now,"
Hargrove said.

Bowling Green is led by senior
right-winger Peter Holmes and
senior center Martin Jiranek.
Holmes is third in the CCHA with
51 points, behind senior Dwayne
Norris of Michigan Stxte and
senior UM star Denny Felsner.
Jiranek is currently in seventh
place in scoring with 44 points,
just two points behind MSU junior Bryan Smolinski.

rehabilitation from an arm injury
that forced him to miss 247
games the last two years.
Last week, Perez acknowledged that he didn't work out in
the offseason.
Hobbling slugger Bo Jackson
showed up for Chicago's exhibition opener against Pittsburgh
and went 2-for-2 to help the
White Sox win 6-1. He limped
around the bases, a clear sign
that he may never fully recover
from his hip injury.

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP)
The
Cleveland Indians' starting
lineup for Friday's exhibition
opener against the Milwaukee
Brewers may be very close to the
starting lineup on opening day.
Manager Mike Hargrove said
***
Thursday he had not yet decided
on his batting order, but the
FORT LAUDERDALE, Ha.
lineup for the exhibition game
will include Brook Jacoby at first (AP) Looking for Pascual Perez
base, Carlos Baerga second base, has become a spring training
"There are some days when I
Jim Thome third base, Mark tradition like sunshine and wind
get the best of it, and then there
Lewis shortstop, Mark Whiten sprints.
The New York Yankees pitcher are some days, weeks, when it
right field, Kenny Lofton center
field, Glenallen Hill left field, almost always arrives late for gets the best of me," Jackson
Sandy Alomar catcher, Charles preseason practice and this year said. "It's probably going to get
Nagy pitcher and Albert Belle was no exception. Now he's worse as time goes on. There will
be some days when I'm not able
AWOL again.
designated hitter.
Perez, who reported to the to play.
Jacoby could be displaced at
first base by Reggie Jefferson by Yankees' camp in Fort Lauder"When it gets to the point
the start of the regular season, dale, l-'l.-i , last week, didn't show
but Jefferson has been troubled up on Thursday and didn't give where I can't handle it, I'll move
by a sore elbow this spring. Lof- the club a reason for missing on. My wife always said that
when my athletic career was
ton is competing with Alex Cole practice.
His absence was especially dis- over, she'd take care of me. I
and Hill for the starting job in
center, and Felix Fermin could turbing to the Yankees because guess I'd become 'Mr. Mom.' But
they are concerned about Perez's we're not at that point yet."
beat out Lewis at shortstop.
4>Kli' <I>kT <PKVF Wr* <PKT CI>KT <I>KT

The Brothers of

PHI KAPPA PSI

Contemporary Worship Celebration

Welcome the '92
Spring Pledges
Eric Buckingham
Shad Francis
Frank Frostino
Rich Lannon
Matt Lipinski
Rande Lykowski

1124E. Wooster
Across from Rodgers Quad

The Bulldogs spark as of late
has been sophomore defenseman
John Gruden, who has a point in
eight of their last 10 games. He
has also nailed five goals in his
last nine games. Freshman rightwinger Tim Christian leads the
team in points with 27.

Tribe starters almost set

Tired of the same old worship? Come join us for an upbeat
celebration of guitar, singing and praise to God.
Sunday, March 8th
10:30 am
University Lutheran Church

in the league with just 108 goals
in 34 games, 8 red-lighters below
the UIC Flames. Ferris has also
given up the third-most netters,
with Ohio State, Bowling Green,
and Miami the only teams to have
given up more.

clinch a playoff spot in the event
of a tie with the Brown and Orange.
BG is in the midst of a fourgame losing streak, including a
4-2 defeat in Ann Arbor Tuesday
to Michigan. Head coach Jerry
York, however, says that his
team just needs to keep playing
with the same intensity they have
been.
"We have looked real good in
our last two games," York said.
"We played Michigan close in
both contests and I feel that they
(this year's Wolverines) are the
best team in the CCHA in six
years."
Ferris State, already having
reserved a spot in the CCHA
playoffs, will be coming to the
Ice Arena after splitting a twogame set with Michigan. The
Bulldogs have had a reasonable
amount of trouble when playing
on the road this year, skating to
just a 4-6-4 record.
FSU is the lowest scoring team

Givedaffodils...
it's more |
tlian
flowers

Chad Moore
Matt Poltcr
Ken Ratliff
Robert Spencer
Bryan Steinmetz
Greg Stocker

IN C€l€ftftATION OF UIOMCN'S
HISTORY MONTH 1992

Congratulations to Brother

"Hcr-Sloru"

On Being Elected President

Steve Varricchio

Todoy in Union Foyer
In celebration of Women's History Month, on information toble is set up to
distribute educational material concerning the many issues that encompass
women ond their advancement through 'her-story "

cnoss

CULTURAL
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THIS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
MARCH 6th « 7th

MARK'S
PIZZA PUB
18 A Over

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Presented bv ProgressiveSludent Organization

WORKSHOP ON

GET ROCKED WITH

TRAINING

March 8 ot 3:00 p.m. (Sunday) flmoni Room (N.€. Commons)
Featuring: Ms. Pat fllake Rosezelle
This will not be a lecture or a speech, but a dynamic learning experience
involving honds-on training in learning how to bridge the gop we call
our differences. Workshop is for students, especially students of color.
Presented by: African American Grod. Student Rssoc.,
fKU. Cnglish Dept.. LSU. PSO. GSS. Women for Women

"SPIN A SONG FOR A BLACK GIRL; THC
BLACK UIOMCN'S WAITCRS MOVCMCNF
March 9 ot 8:00 p.m. (Monday) 121 West Hall
This dramatic literary performance is a presentation of poetry and exerpts
from essays representative of the Black women's writers movement, fln
extremely sensitive and descriptive portrayal of a fantastically interesting.
creative, ond useful form of literature, which voices the "Slack €xperience."

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Presented by those organizotions/departments
that sponsored the March 8 workshop

Miiiiiiimiiiiiiii'

Classified
Friday, March 6,1992

The ARK • Top Ranking Reggae
Thursday, Friday, March 5,6
Easy Street (Roots and Culture)

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
Alpha Phi Omega
WHEELING FOR WOOOLANE
raises $*S for Woodtan* Schools and Special
Olympics. Takes place in the Union Oval tor
24 hour». Ma/ch 11-12.
Attention all Phi Eta Sgma eligible Spring initiates An incorrect phone number was typed
on (he initiation information letters. The correct
phone number is: Brett Berquist, 372-1477.
We're erxry for the confusion
ATTN Members or Sigma Delta Pi
There is a very Important meeting on Sunday
afternoon Check your rriaiiDoK.
DISCOVER EUROPE
SUMMER PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn 6 or. Hrs . classes in English
Informational Meeting
Tuesday. Feb. 11,0.00 PM
1006 BA ButMing.
For more information call
Dr. Chirfle 372-6180 or 372-2646
HONORS SUDENT ASSOCIATION
AND HONORS PROGRAM
10TH Annual Tuition Raffle
GRAND PRIZE -fl.OOO
3 ($50) Book Scholarships
Any current BGSU Student is eligible
Tickets- $1 each or 6 for $5
March 2-6 and 9-13
In celebration of Women's History Month, an
information table is set up to distribute educational material concerning the many issues that
encompass women and their advancement
through "her-story."
Progressive Student Organization Presents:
-HER STORY''
In the Union Foyer
rT'SBUNGEE JUMPING
Presentation and sign-up at
Golden Key General Meeting
9 00pm. March 15.100BA
"Need not be a member to participate"
For more into, call Sean 372-6170

"SPIN A SONG FOR A BLACK GIRL
THE BLACK WOMEN'S WRrTERS MOVEME NTMarch 9 at 8:00pm (Monday)
121 West Hall
this dramatic literary performance is a presentation of poetry and exerpts from essays representative of the Black women's writers movement. An extremely sensitive and descriptive
portrayal of a fantastically interesting, creative,
and useful form of literature, which voices (he
'Slack Experience."
Presented by. African American Grad. Student
Assoc.. ACU. English Dept. LSU. PSO. GSS.
Women for Women

••PHIMLT-PHIMU"
AGD. THETA CM. PHI TAU AND AOPI
Gat psyched tor our lea Saturday III
•-PHIMU--PHIMU"

Call long distance anywhere in the USA for 2S
aithe pay phone at MT Muggs.
Financial Aid Search Finn Grad/Undergrad
moneys available. We provide sources from a
national data base. Free into 1-600-USA1221
ext. 2906.
Horse Back Riding A Hay Rides
313-856-3973

-ALPHA SIGMA PH'
The Brothers ol Alpha Sigma Phi would like uj
congratulate Darren Dunnon his lavaliering to
Joan SI. JuUan this past weekend.
-ALPHA SIGMA PHI ■
•ALPHA SIOMAPHIAthlete ol lie Week: Bowling Team
Brother of the Week:
Mark Struhar t Mike Meslemaker
Officer ol tie Weak. Jon Oliver
Pledge of the Week: Sean Muller
-ALPHA SIOMAPHI'

Pregnant?
We can help. FREE PREGNANCY TESTS.
Into, and support • BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354-HOPE
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
Information on semester, year, graduate.
summer and internship programs in Perth.
Towns*-*. Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs
start at $3520 Call i 800-878 3696.

PERSONALS

A Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days. I27SI Panama City $99. Padre $199, Cancun from Ohio
$499. Jamaica $399 Greg 354-8149. Sarah
3S4-6994.Todd372B5M.or 1 800-638 6786
ADOPTION
Childless couple with large extended family win
provide newborn with love, opportunities, and
security He or she will be the most imponant
person in our lives. Please call Maryann and
Chuck at home 1-800-742-3388

•ALPHA SIGMA PHI*
The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would like to
congratulate Joe Miller on his lavaliering to
Kim Smlseck this past weekend
• ALPHA SIGMA PHI ■

Alpha Phi Omega's
WHEELING FOR WOOOLANE
24 hrs Union Oval - March 11-12

AOTT - Phi Tau - AGD - Theta Chi
HayAOTT.
Grab your little
Grab your big
Be at Mark's at 5.00
For a tea your sure to dig.
AOTT - Phi Tau - AGD - Theta Chi

Congratulations to the
Fa Iconette Seniors l
Karen Aapery
Ann Parana 11
and
Antonia Strelko

Assorted Greek Merchandise
20-70% off
Jeans N Things. 531 Ridge Si
352 8333

Fatconettee
Good luck for your last home
performance before competition I

AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO' AXO
The Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would like to
congratulate Karen Bender on her recent engagement to Sigma Alpha Epsiion Steve
Pierce. We wish you both tha best ol lucki

BE IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dunng [he ElectonM
•FALL Semesterat a Washington Center Internship
In any field
Attend. Into session. WCl Fall Internships
Fn., March 6th. i ,30 pm
Union - Faculty Lounge (2nd floor)

AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO ■ AXO
BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Deadline tor turning in demo tape
10 WFAL is Monday. March 9

BECOME A PLACEMENT ASSSTANT

Delta Sgma Pi Lon Rothel Delta Sigma Pi
Know your stuff tor Groups.
You'll do great.
From your Secret Big

Gain valuable experience in communication,
organization, and job search skills and strategies.

■tola

Sig Ep Sam Sez: All I need is a blue sky. tasty
waves. Beautiful women and a cool buzz,
And I'm Fine.
SlgEp

Applications are available and must be returned to University Placement Services - 360
Student Services. Application deadline: Friday.
March 6 before 5 pm. Only the first 40 applications returned and scheduled for an interview
will be considered
INFORMATIONAL SPOTLIGHT: Wednesday.
March 4 - 6:15 pm in University Placement
Services - 360 Student Services.

• Mia Sigma Pi ■
Grand [if Amy
Good luck ai Groups this weekendi
You'll do just "rosy"!
Low, Your Grand Big Chris

BECOME A PLACEMENT ASSISTANT

■ Delta Slam. PI •
To tha Spring 1M2 Pladg. Claaa,
You hava dona graat so tar and wa ara
alraady half way through! Good luck on
Sunday and gat raady to alngl
-Hatdl
' Dan • Sigma PI'

SIGMA KAPPA S BGSU HOCKEY
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would Ilka to wish
the BG Hockey Team good luck at their last
homegamellll

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News
_Two days prior to publication. 4p.m.
(The BG News Is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES;

_per ad are 75c per ime $<L25 minimum.
60c extra per ad for bold face.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

CLASSIFIED DISPtAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum)
$6.50 per insertion
2" (16 line maximum) $12 95 prt insertion

_TheBG News will not be responsible torerror due to illegibility or incomplete information Please come to
214 West Hall immediately it there is an error in your ad. TheBG News wtll not be responsible (or typographical errors in classified ads for more man two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of Individuals who place advertising in The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management ot The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement ot advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (Print).
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # or ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)

Cleveland Caviller Fan?
LIveelM.T.Mugge
Joa Tale 4 a Cav Player
Monday, March Sth

1992

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
HOMECOMING SUBCOMMITTEE
CHAIRS

BANNER'Heidi Brown
DANCE • AmleKerr
KING/OUEEN Cory Caywood t Harcua
jajajsj
PARADE 'Julie Gumhan 1 Eric Mont I
PUBLIC RELATIONS- Stephen Bernstein
WEEKS ACTIVITIES' Jennifer Purdy

You aradoing a OREATiool
Keep Up the Good Workin

Delta Sig
Grand Little Cher*
Make our family proud.
Good luckiYou're awesome11
Fraternally,
Grand Big Tracie

Delta Sigma Pi - Delta Sigma Pi
Lil'Lon
You're an awesome littlell
Good luck on Sunday.
B.g Don

Bungi US A n coming to BGSU.
For more into call:
l-BOO-GO-BUNG I
Delta Sigma Pi
Little Dawn Weimer
Groups are here, time for you to shine1
Be ready to sing your heart out.
Love. Your Big Bryan
Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma PI
Secret Lit Tracy Bakkar
Good luck at Groups!
Fraternally.
Your Secret Big
Delta Sigma Pi
LirTerri
Good luck on Sunday.
Big Mark
Dene Sigma PI
DELTA SIGMApi
* Secret LIT Lesa *
Get ready (or Sunday.
I know you'll do just fine1
Know tha purpose and the Rose
And don't target your lineal
GCOO LUCKI
Your Secret Big 7
CARLAMARSHACK(BC)
WOMEN'S TENNIS CAPTAIN
It ail began at a match far away.
With Carla saying "My BC hurts loday'
A car ride home with tornadoes around.
A swaying Jeep with Junion yelling
"SLOWDOWNiLori came lovisit.lnthisono Jon
plays a pan.
Oil to buy (?) he went, to get gas at
K-Man.
Dressed lo kill in Go-Birds attire.
Drakes' whole point was to acquire.
Lon didn't expect that hot summer's night.
She would referee Dave and BC a light.
Spnng Break is here, Seefy hates frying.
"Jello Shots" in Might are in order.
So Junior won't think she's dying'
We can't forget to men Don that
Wide Load's on the loose,
Maybe we're mistaken ■ Is it a mooae?
We Love Ya Carla: Wydysh and Seely (BC Jr)
•Lil'JillKuklaGood luck on Sunday. You'll do fine.
Just know your stuff and take your n me
Love. Your Big Amy

PREPAYMENT: ■ required for all non-university related businesses and individuals.

NOTICE;,

Keep arming Chi-O's
Spring Break >s just around tie cornerl
Chl-O Chl-O Chl-0 Chl-O

• ALPHA SIOMAPHI'
Tha Brothers of Alpha Sigma PI. would like to
congratulate Mike Meetemaker on his pearling
to Lraa Yodar this past weekend.
'ALPHA SIGMA PHf

MONEY FOR COLLEGE. Everyone Qualifies.
We guarantee you will receive money from our
soureces. For information call i 800 U
SA-1221 ext. 2607.

DEADLINE:

Delta Sgma Pi
Secret Little DAWN WE IMER
You did great at individuals and I'm sure you'i
do great m groupal Good luckll
Your Secret Big

Chl-O Chl-O Chl-O Cht-O

SERVICES OFFERED

Latino Student Union
OPEN HOUSE
2nd Floor Student Services
March 9 at 5:00 pm

WORKSHOP ON CROSS CULTURAL
TRAINING
March 8 at 3.00 pm
Amant Room (N.E. Commons)
Featunng: Me. Pal Alake Rosezelle
This will not be a lecture or a speech, but a dynamic learning experience involving hands-on
training in learning how to bridge the gap we
call our differences Workshop is for students,
especially students of color.
Presented by: African American Grad Student
Assoc . ACU. English Dept.. LSU. PSO. GSS.
Women for Women

•'FRIENDS OF THE DEAF • •
Teacher ol mainstraamad daal studanta. Maria
Crow, will ba spaakjng of personal experiences
and answering questions about teaching tie
deal thia Sunday. March Oth, g pm 406 ED
AH wncoMf.

WIN A FREE BUNGEE JUMPI
Sign up at Golden Key's next meeting
9:00pm. March 15.100 BA

Join KARATE' Classes start Tuesday. March
10 from 6 - 7:30 pm. Join the fun in Eppler
Middle Gym

Spon Management Alliance Members
Guest Speaker: JEFFREY ORLOFF from
International Management Group wilt speak
about the largest sport management company
In (he world and the internship program he coordinates
NEW DA TEA ND PLACE'
WEO MARCH 117:30 PM 112 BA BLDG.
SMA Members only. Please Dress Profession-
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" DELTA SIGMA PI"
Lit Lon Goedde
Know all your stuff and you'll do great
After Groups well celebrate1
Good luck witn Groups*
Your Big Mary
"DELTA SIGMA PI"
■ DELTA SIGMA PI •
UT LesaGroups are this weekend, so put on your
beetsinging voice and know that ROSE. Good
ludt. I know you'll do great'
Love- Big Angie
' DELTA SIGMA PI'
•GAMMA PHI BETACongratulations Laura Jackson"
You'll be the BEST University Ambassador'
Love, The Sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta

PHONE#.

•" DELTA SKSMA PI"*
LI TRACY PORTER
Good luck at Groupal
Know when to be professional
And when D have fun!
You'll do greatl
BIG LISA
•" DELTA SIGMA PI "•

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

•ANGIE GILLETTE(1 DIVER IN THE MAC.
YOU'RE AWE SOME'
LYNNANN

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
Lost and Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals

Have you suffered horn rivtru discrimination ? H so. we want 10 hear about it. Cal H.K.
at 2-5609 Call today"
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: SOCCER OFFICIAL - MANDATORY CLINIC
MARCH 17. 500-800 PM IN SRC ARCHERY/GOLF ROOM APPLY IN 108 SRC
BY MARCH 17.
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLI
CATIONS FOR 1992 93 AVAILABLE IN 108
REC CENTER. APPLY BY MARCH 19 GET
■NVOLVEDI
Jewey Joc.Br.
Thti time last year created a lot of memories.
Next time we're together we'll hava to drmk to:
Where's my present today. I don't want the
Spam. Who's gotng with who. to which data
party? Matt liquor, tt's tha only way to go.
Kooky tunes or maybe sei tunes. Speaking ol
which, who do I want action with this week?
Cheesel I doni remember ihat picture. By toe
way. how do you dust? Anyone lor spaghetti7
Doni forget to dean the microwave Tues. is
one beer night. OK. everynight will be one beer
mght Trips to Dayton-you can't sleep in toe
street A you didn't break your ankle "Treat ma
Itka a tool.. " Does Elvis really live' Don't sit in
that chair, you might tall. Candles & mscence,
oops' Grandma's allergic Talks in the hall. Are
you OK? Do you need some water? Where are
all the squeeze bottles? Why is there a toilet on
the balcony? This room sura « a mesa. I wish
they woukJnl sleep in my bed After hours,
again! It's not my turn to talk to the police Ha*
Hal Apt. F has no heat Where's that old quote
board? I could go on forever
Most of all, thanks tor being a graat friendl
Love, McBune*
Hey. did you know I come in 3 flavors?
PS. BLESSED BE THE BOOTH
Just arrived I "8)2 bathing suits.
Jeans N Things
531 HMge St. 352 6333

ODE TO CORY MERIT A TOM
uck (3) Ment-have more respect tor toe
laches around I
Hey cool I We're the first to toe bars
we found*.
Drambuey isn't truly? No more pics
Frank. Oh. Loutel
Let's all sit in the oar. while Cory
breaks m the house of ours'
Better yet let's all go to Downtown,
in formal suit and gown.
Back to that blue muddm' Bronco.
we will go
After hours on 222. wa know Holly
wouldn't want to kil you
Gabnel A Nirvana playm' away.
(he potpourri made us gay.
Surprise1 Forest Dawn Bill Calli Shewn
A Lottnan? came
They (ought and left and we played
a euchre game.
Men!came back A took Tom's place,
Him A Kathleen were paasad out in space.
Cory than began to speak highly of
Ox balls.
Merit Quesooned their taste between
euchre calls.
Jfll A Sue Ter amused with the ants A
crumbs on the floor.
After 3 loaves A gatrxade.
we couldn't take anymore,
flam-time to sleep, bl 1. or 5 tor some.
Ending with a sunny day.
took to good times to cornel
Had the best true thanks to you guys*
Love SOUTCR JILL A KATHLEEN
MUSICIANS/VOCALISTS!
Audition lor a paid summer poettlon In
tha Pre- Regie! ration Variety Show'
Sign up for an audition until March 9 at:
405 Student Services BoiiOir*g
MUD VOLLEYBALL
Deadline tor Registration:
TODAY!'"!
Spots SON available.
Call Chris at 372-6849
MUD VOLLEYBALL

LAMBDA CHI - JEFF MEIRING
So you're going to Plaid
A great time'll be had
By you and me
Just wait and sea
-LovaBAVlS
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG
And one. And two....
Way to go Amy Mowery tor being selected as
Aerobics Instructor at the Rec Cenierft

KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG
KKG'KKG "KKG* KKG "KKG
Congratulations to Krleilna Doboa and Tamara Egged tor being chosen as BGSU Ambassadors.
KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG
DELTA SIGMA PI
Lil Amy Francis
Good luck at Groups.
Know your mto and you'll do GREAT I
•Big Stephanie
DELTA SIGMA Pi
Li tile Kevin O Brian
Know your stuff
it worn be tuH i
An-ghtonthetown
It you doni let me down.
Good luck at Groups'
Big Cat

PHI PSI PHI PSI PHI PSI
The Brothers of Pfm Kappa Psi would like to
congratulate Aaron Lay... on his lavaliering to
One University Alpha Delta Pulaml Wemple
It's only a matter of ome now I
PHI PSI PHI PSI PHI PSI
OX OX OX
Brother of the Weak: Kevin Miller
Athletes of the Weak
Jim Morns A Jack Spelman
Cabinet Members of the Weak: Joe Puchan
OX OX ox
PHI PSI PHI PSI PHI PSI
Congratulations toAlbert Millar... and Steve
Varricchlo. on their victory at the AOTT Lip
Sync.
Way to bnng the house another trophy)
PHI PSI PHI PSI PHI PSI
PHI PSI PHI PSI PHI PSI
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Psi would like to
congratulate Tim Schnurr... tor his pinning to
Kent State Delta Zeta Shelley Demeeko
PHI PSI PHI PSI PHI PSI
March ts national nutntuDon month
D»d you know
Adding a 12 ounce soda pop to your
daily d»et can add 15 V2 pounds
by the end of a year
For ops on health"), eating, visit
The Student Weinees Center
Mondays A Tue .cays. 4 00 5 30

Happy 21 st B Day Tina
Call & give congrau at 352-3627
Love. Tara
DELTA SIGMA PI
Little Bob Moorman
You've done great so far. Keep up the good
work. Your fam-ly will be watching. Know your
purpose and you'll do fine. Good luck at
Groups.
BIG. GRAND BIG & SECRET BIG

KKG ' KKG * KKG ' KKG ■ KKG
CongratulaDona to.
Mary Nestor Officer of the Week
M-ssyVemon Officer of the Week
Deb Cordes: Sister of the Week
KKG * KKG ' KKG * KKG ' KKG
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG
Congratulations to Dawn Brown. Marcy Coli-rs and Beth Hall for being chosed as 1992
Rush Rho Chisi
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG

Delta Sigma Pi
'Secret Little She Hie*
Good luck at Groups
Keep that smile.
Your Secret B <g
Delta S*gma Pi
Delta Sigma PI
Spnng Pledge Class 1992
Remember your stuff and you'll be great!
Have fun, but most of all remember
BROTHERHOOD
Tha Secret Rosa

UT Cindy
Good luck at Groups. Know the purpose Re
member Be serious and don't wait till 5 00pm
Keep up the great work, you're do<ng great1
Love, your big. Scott
Lot tor sale, must get rid of. Best offer. Larry
2 5946 Will go as tow as $20 bucks

Delia Sigma Pi
-Litfle KarenGroup Reviews checklist
-Tune up your singing voice
-Know your stuff
Cindy. Laura, Lisa. Danms
Delta Sigma Pi

MT Muggs All New Happy Hours (till 9 00)
PITCHER AND BOTTLED BEER SPECIALS
$ 50 Food: Chicken patty sandwiches
HoUogs (or 3 tor $1 00)
Corndogs

DELTA SIGMA PI
GOOOLUCKHAYLEY
AT GROUPSI
I know I probably havenl said it much, but you're the best little in the whole world)
Love, Your Big!

Make sure you sea the
FALCONE TTES
sweat through their last home performance
Tonight. 7:20pm. toe Arena

Cont.onpagelO

Taiwan - HONG KONG
CONTACTS NEEDED
Successful international business there now.
Call l-800-927-3509

NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL
215 E. Poe Rd. Apartments
1 bdrm's starting @ Z/D/mo

—
—
—
—

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

* Campus/City Event Ads: $1.00/ 1st day with a 35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate.

Dates to appear

Maj. (0. (Qn or 0ff-Campus

~~
:
~
Total number of days to appear

The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowline Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

Mail)

Efficiencies starting @ I 7j/mo

Christine
Start:
Happy 22nd
Birthday

830 4lfi Street (Willow House)
t bdrm's starting @ 285/mo
CALL NOW
FOR MORE INFO
AND SUMMER RATES

353-5800

Management Inc.
1041 North Main Street • P.O. Box 1167
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

Ink Shows Through

Classified
page ten

Sigma Phi Epellon
Brother of the Week: Rick Crag
Athletes of the Week: B- Basketball
Off Campus House of the Week: The Dungeon.
Brothers: Mike LaPlante. Jon Parker and
Adam Taylor.
Sigma Phi Epsllon

^~Cont. from page 9

*--

•*,,
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The BG News

Phi Tau AlhlalM of lh» W«ak
Curtmg Team
Pom "Boms'1 Kim. Stove Miller Band. Donovan
"Yellowman" Marks. Mikey "Weebeio"
Gaughan. Bryan "Mom" Hausman Coach m Jimmy "Peanut Farmer" Carter

SPRING BREAK - PANAMA CITY
Sun, fun. parties, tan. cheap!
Only $1191 Time iS running Out1
Call now!
Leave message for Jim 352-6865

Phi Tau Basketball Knockout
Ma-cM 15. Anderson Arena
Former Falcon star Joe Moore will be on hand
totakeonchaiiei-ocrsnathreepotnicontosi
Phi Tau Smz
Congraiulations to Senior Dave Underwood lor
three years on Sc Sic Great |ob"'

SPRING BREAK

PRICE-BUSTER VACATIONS!
JAMAICA. BAHAMAS INCLUDING AIRFARE.
GREAT HOTEL AND MUCH MORE FROM
ONLY $599 BUY FROM THE #1 NAME YOU
CAN TRUST FOR QUALITY VACATIONS
FOUR SEASONS 1600-331-3136

Pi Phi -BigLisa Pi Phi
I am so happy you are my b*g< We are oomg to
be the best bip/lil pair even Maybe we'll even
get to watch people go to the bathroom
together someday'
Pi Phi love always,
Lir Jenn

SungiaeaeaH Spnng Break Special
20% off' Ray-Ban " Vaumet' Bolle *
Tony 353-2408
Outside Ed. Bldg March 3.5.9.17,19
SUPPORT GROUP
II you have placed a baby for adoption or are
considering doing so jom us Monday nights at
7pm Call 354-4673 for location

SIGMA KAPPA
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to wish
Roni Brock and Jacki Jones good luck at the
Merging Leadersh.p Conference

1 or 2 tomale non-smoking senior or grad student roommates lor 92-93 school year. Call
Kim at 353-6503
1 or 2 roommates needed immediately thru
August tOth lor sublease ol apt. near campus'
University Village, rent neg
Call Mike
3537203

SIGMA KAPPA * SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations to MaryAnn Mclk*oe and Tern
Overbeck lor being elected to attend National
Convention in Palm Springs this summer.

Stg Ep • Pike "S-gEp* Pike
Chad and Chns
To our favorite Sg Ep and
our favonto Pike.
We're sorry we made you take a hike
But overall we had a blast
Even though our bus left last.
it's over now but the memories
are still there.
At least we have Sherry's pictures
that we all can share
"forget-me-not"
Sherry and Kendra
Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi - Alpha Ph.

TTKA-TTKA
Toga Date Party
Friday at 8 00pm
Clothing optional
Sneak a peek
TTKA-TTKA
Toga! Toga" Togai
Bring a date and wear a toga
TONIGHT at 8 00pm

WANTED
Secret Lll Richard
Good luck at Groups
You'" do great"
Your Secret Big

1 Nonsmoking female roommate to fill 3 person apartment pnvale location close to campus
cheap rent call 352-1376 after six or leave
message.

Looking for a summer job? Live and work in tie
hottest resort on the North Coast. Put-in Bay.
Good wagea. Flexible houra. Call
419/693-4639after! 00pm

2 FUN roomies to share great apt. Cheap &
close to campus Call37?40n

Need female babysitter four to six pm 3-4
attemoons/week. Nice kids, 9 & 11 yrs. Call
352-6095 alter 6

Available now. Need one lemale to fill house at
957 N Prospect. For 3 - Own room Call
3530325

Progressive DJ
Apply in person
SOP, 176 E Wooster. 353-3030

Female suMeaser needed now. Call 352-941»

Summer Employment
Oho Motorists Association • AAA has full-time
summer positions available in our auto travel
dept. Qualified individuals will have a working
knowledge ol major U.S highway systems 8
excellent communication skills. Candidates
should be available to train during Spring
Break. Our offices are located in the greater
Cleveland area, Mentor, Boardman, Lorain,
Norwalk 6 Ravenna Call 216-361-6016.

Help' Needed Immediately
SuDleaser thru Aug. Air conditioning.
Call Maya 352-8425. 352 2391
Housemate wanted Male - non-smoker. Own
room. jlSOplus mil. Lance 655-3064.
Subleaser tor Summer '92 - May 10 to Aug. 10
aye, you pay only electric. Call lor price
352 7604. Jody.
Subleaser needed to share Campus Manor
Apt. with 2 other guys. Summer - $90Vmo .
92-93 »200/mo Call Jason 372-4233.

Upholster
832-4700

Only

expenenced

need apply.

IBM-Compatible Zenith 148 PC, 640K RAM,
monochrome monitor. Star SG 10 Printer.
Microsoft Word Software Package, 20 . ftoppies. S500.00 or best orler 353-3659

2 bdrm. 8 4 bdrm. house Located between
campus and downtown. Near courthouse
Available this summer, fall 8 spring. Call

Kaypro 4 Computer, CPM • software, manuals
included. Good for word processing. $200 00
obo 352-6127, leave message.

2 bdrm. air cond., celling fan, new appliances.
Freshly painted, new carpet 8 tie Heat in
eluded in rent. 353-7715.

LIGHT BAR for pick-up w/2 - ISO w lights
S85TEAC EO tor home stereo. 10 bands ea
side w; spectrum display $100 352 4057

Carry Rentals
2,3,6 or 9 student houses.
Office at 316 E Merry #3,
Ofi.ce firs. 10-5 or by appL
Call 353-0325.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries.
Earn sS.OOO./month Free transportation!
Room 8 Boardl Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female
For employment program call:
Student Employment Services
1-206-545-4155eit 1516

One way ticket • Toledo to Tampa, Florida
March22,11:55AM(125 Ca»372 6901
Pyramid ESS II Hex* drive tower speakers.
30-250 wans per speaker with monster cable.
(275 lor pair 352-2206 Eric.

FOR RENT

BUNGI SITE OPENING APRIL 1ST
RELIABLE EMPLOYEES NEEDED
CALL DENISE 352 188?
Counselors Camp Wayne, coed children's
camp, northeast PA. Tannla, swim, waterski, Bailing, all sports, golf, gymnaallca,
aaroblca, guitar, nature/camping,
dance/cheerfeadlng, Batik, sculpture, ceramics, painting, photography, eelfdafenee. Other positions available On
campus Interview*, Thursday, March 12lh
(9-4pm) Call 516-889-3217 or Write: 12 Allavard St. Llda Beach, NY 11861.

1979 Mobile Home. 14 x 70. 2 bdrms. 1 bath
New carpets. Includes appliances, furniture,
oplons. Gypsy Lane Estates (920O/8est
otter 352-4828

1 8 2. bedroom turn apis
g month, summer 8 year leases.
352-7454.

1980 VW Jena auto, new brakes, tires, ban.
water pump (900 00352 1644

1984 Kawasaki GP2 550

1 bdrm. apt. air cond. gas heat included. Full
bat), large closets, palo, private entry. Pats 8
walerbodsO.K. 353-7715.

Great condition. Very fasti1
Must seel (1000 00 Neg 352-2939

1 bedroom apfs. tor Fall 1992
Quiet atmosphere. Close to campus

352-2663

PRODIGY
TOWER
SPEAKERS- (250
NAD PRE-AMP(150 00
Call Jason at 354-9616

CAR STEREO EQUIP Sentrek full feature pullout(200 2-12"MTXsubs(10O.2-10-PYlE's
(80 Majestic 1 SOw x 2ch Amp (1 SO. Percison
Power 4 Channel AMP (200. All neg For more
into call 352-4057
FOR SALE' 11HQ VCR with remote (80 Excellent condition! 354-5939. ask for RICH After 1
pm please.
FOR SALE 2 BASS GUITARS
5 STRING SAMCK ACTIVE. LIKE NEW
4 STRING G 8 L. CALL BRIAN 2-1606

Efficiency 8 one bedroom apartments
availablt. Call Mecca Management at
353-5800.

MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments for traditional students,
grads and couples. Please call for more information on tocaoona and rales for Spnng,
Summer and FaH.
352-3445 • Hours 9 -9

2 Bedroom ■ 2 Bath Ph. 353 6398

ADVENT

Downtown loft spartment available for rent May
15. Vary largo, 2 bdrm. Can Darin at 354 -0701

Houses 8 apartments for 1992-93 school year.
12 month leases only, starting In May. Steve
Smith 352-8917.

1977 21" Nomad self-contained travel trailer.
Sleeps six. Good condition Some extras. Call
be lore 5 pm 353-6112

1985 Nissan Sentra. Automatic, AC, AM'FM
stereo. 86.000 miles. Runs great. Call
353-1135. leave message.

__

Carty Rentals -1 month lessee
Apt.for4al(135/sach
Apt.kv3at(i65/each
Apt. for 2 at (t 50 ■ 200/each
All very dose to campus Call 353-0325
Also 12 months 8 summer available.

Nintendo . 4 games • (60
Rowing machine - (35
Call John 353-1610

Call Greg at 353-5249

ALASKA JOBS SUMMER & CAREER
Fishing. Education. Ol, Timber,
Lnginoonng & more. Get Weekly Into.
ALASKEMP GUARANTEE: Secure Alaskan
job or 100% refund. (14 95
ALASKEMP. BOX 1236 DT CORVALLIS OR
97339

823 5551

New Portable CD Player
Programable/Car adaptor included
tl 00.00 OBO 3S2-0743 Tim

FOR SALE

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
1 or 2 people to sublease apartment.

HELP WANTED
TONIGHT" FREE ■ TONIGHT
Comediane Janeane Garofak)
and comedian Dan Logan will
be m The Galley lower level
of HarshmanOuad.
The excitement starts at 8:30pm
UAO Invltea everyone to attend!
FREE" TONIGHT " FREE

Help wanted lawn maintenance full and part
time positions available. Call 352-5822

133 W. Merry - 4 Bedroom House - 4 to 6 people. Available in Aug. (660 per month Tenants
pay utilities. Call 354-2854 or 352-2330 after 5
pmonty.

NEE0 A SUMMER PLACE TO LIVE ON E.
WO0STER7 SUBLEASE FROM JENNIFER
354-6895.
Now leasing 1.2,83 bedroom apts. 8 houses.
1 yr. lease. Yes. we allow pets Call after 1pm.
354-8600.
Roommate wanted to share home in BG. Grad
male pref. (196 mo. utl md. 354-8701. or
352-1631
Sublease apartment for the summerl Clean,
close to campus, no utlifjesl Call 352-5965 an
ask lor Mark or Brian or leave a message.

2 bedroom furnished apartment.
For Fall 1992.
352-2683.

Summer Sublease: dean, five bedroom house
verydose to campus; move in with some buddies and wen pay Mayll Great pncl Call
354-5297 Soon" We're all graduating I

92-93 SUMMER 8 FALL RENTALS
OVER 500 UNITS
Eflic, one bdrm., two bdrm., houses 8 duplexes. Stop into
31* E. WOOSTER
(across from Taco Bell)
Speak with our fnendafy start or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354-2260

WANTED
2 males tor summer rental. Full house, parking,
dose to campus. (375 00 for summer (indudes utilises) Call 352-4246.
WANTED
1 male non- smoking roommate to share house
with 2 males next school year. Own bdrm.,
parking place. Close to campus. Call
352-4248.

EASY WORKi EXCELLENT PAYI ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE
I 800 467 5566 EXT 597?
Experienced Bicycle Mechanic Must be here
lor summer. References required. Cycle
Works. 248 S. Main Street. Apply in person

HAPPY 21 St
BIRTHDAY JOAN
PATTERSON!
You are the
best Big ever
and
I hope you
have a blast
on Saturday.
OPhi A Love
and Mine,
Amy
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

Let BSffi® Take you on
I the Best Spring Break
of your life.
Go Backpacking at
Shenandoah National Park.
$120 pays for
-2 meals/day
-transportation
-site fees
Sign up in the
office

•K Happy 21st
Birthday, Tina!
/^ You're finally
legal!
Love,
Lynn

GAMMA PHI BETA
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GAMMA PHI BETA
MARCH 7, 1992

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

Wendy & Craig
Sheri & Scott
Hammer & AEP
Amy C. & Brian C.
Cathy E. & Colin M.
LJ & Jimbo

Mr. & Mrs. Winchester IV
Nicole & Rob
Susan & Bill
Bavis & Meiring
Vanessa & Anyone's guess
Tonia & Jay
Katie & Randy
Lori & Dave

Megan & Bob
Sheila & Kevin
Wendy & Brian
Lucinda & Tim
Terri&Jim
Wikki & Bam Bam
Mr. and Mrs. Rozmus
Blade and the Bungi Master
Deadhead and Jerry Garcia
GAMMA PHI BETA

Paula & Brian
Kelly & Alan
Donna & Kevin
Laural & Scott
Dudley & Easy-T
Michelle & Mike
Weenie & Skippy
Colleen & Scott
Carolita & Juanito
Lauren & Rick
Joey & Jason
Vapoman and Brain Child
Windle & Thompson
Tami & Keith
Jennifer O. & Some Stud Named ?
Hollywood & Belle
Nut & Fruit
Bambi & Daffy D.
Danielle & Todd
Cricket & Snuggle Bunny
Amos & Jr.
Sugarbear & Lovepetal
Veronica & Jughead

PERFECTLY PLAID 92

GAMMA PHI BETA'

Kitty & Bunny
Tracey & VDC
Stacey&Jeff
Tricia & ex

Ann & A Wolverine
Bunny & Skunk
Janin & Roby
Jenna & Craig
Stacy & Bob
Bo & Carly
Dawn & The Mysurymon
Carrie & John
McConnell & Pom Benis
Skeezer & Cheeseburger
Gretchen & Ed
Ingrid & Josh
Lisa & Ember
Jen & Teddy
Angie & Wttff
Susan & Todd
Snoopy & Woodstock

PERFECTLY PLAID 92

GAMMA PHI BETA

THE

NSIDER
MAGAZINE

Fun-o-rama at
the world's
largest indoor
amusement
park.

'ALSO:

BG GETS LITERARY
Reading and writing. Books and more*
Local prose and poetry is what's in store.

2

The hMider Magm**e\

Friday March 6,1998

Front the Editors...
First and foremost, we regret describing the sound of local band
Mlndpower as "New Age-tsh"
(see Insider, Feb. 21 Issue). The
sound of Mlndpower could In no
way compare to New Age music.
Matter of fact, we regret ever
having mentioned Mlndpower tn
anything but glowing terms of
truth, admiration and adoration.
Having been chosen favorite
local band by the voting multitudes of BC we should have
made a conscious decision and
known better, right?
The possibility for a Wal-Mart
store on Gypsy Lane Road
(Ohhh. will they offer blue raspberry Icees?! We can only
hope) has made us all giddy with
delight. So giddy, as a matter of
fact, that we decided to go literary and get an Inside look at the

prose, poetry and publication
found In our own dty limits.
Come on board, step Inside
and turn to pages sue and seven
for a look at what BG has to offer
for the reader and writer In all of
us. Managing editor Morrella
Raleigh takes a look at our own
Charles Foster Kanes - students
putting out their own poetry and
fiction publications Walt Campbell takes an Inside- r look at the
University's own Prarle Margins.
Former editor Matthew Daneman
found out how one local student
serves as townEor the comlcw
Daneman checks out a local
town crier for the comic book Industry. And bookworm Karen
Koster checks out some of the
more out-of-the-way book stores
to be found In Bowling Green.
Cleveland's IX Center and the

THE 1970s ARE BACK!!

world's largest Indoor amusement park to be contained
therein. An excellent road trip
possibility brought to you by
Karen Koster and Matthew A.
Daneman. All this and Dr. Dave's
Mystical College of Musical
Knowledge, too! Wowza! 23 sMdoo!
Page four features the triumphant return of Steve Aspacher's
video review of the latest
Whoop! Goldberg release ( The
Long Walk Home) and a summer Spike Lee flick (Jaagle Fever ). Also, there's a look at the
local music scene with Rock
Gossip From the Black Swamp.
Cool Blttzen photo, eh?
Find page five and you'll also
find our own assistant editor,
Scott DeKatch. and his own tale

ever. For a special WE^ THE 1970s Insider
issue, we want you to tell us what you like

AFTERLIFE
OF THE PARTY
By Matthew A. Daneman
Goddam Canadians. Come to
our country and spend their
change. Now I can't even do my
laundry. Why can't they just become the 51st state and leave us
alone?

BRING OR SEND YOUR BALLOTS TO:

THE INSIDER
210 West Hall
Favorite 70s Sit-Com_
Favorite70s Actor
Favorite 70s Actress,
Favorite 70s Movie
Favorite 70s Clothing Fad_
Why are the 70s the best Decade ever?

Favorite 70s Band
MAMCMWsai :*:..

;»

Books, check 'em out.
COMING NEXT ISSUE: It's a
hunk-a. hunk-a. burning Insider,
as we take a look at the King
himself.

furniture. Nice carpet. All paid for
out of your general fees. If I wuz
you, I'd go every once In a while
and Just demand to sit on the nice
couch. Just to get your money's
worth.

resting. Now the 70s are back and better than

Entries due by March 6th. Keep on truckin'

Page eight Is blank - Not! Actually Dave Hufiman takes a
critic's look at the latest sensitive, feel good romantic comedy
release - Waync'i World. And
Aggie Colbert goes around the
world and back from her bar
stool as she takes a look at the
Hall of Foam.
Pages rune through twelve
have TV Isungs and ads. Get
them while they're hot.

BoyzllMen, BBD, USG:
The East Coast Family

Everyone's favorite decade never left us - it was just

best about the disco era. One ballot per person.

about local literary readings.
And then there are reviews of
some of the latest hottest music
releases to hit the stores ever.

So Tuesday I'm waUdn' In front
of the Union, right? like 75 people
attack me. sayln' stu ff Uke "Have
you voted yet?!" and "Vote me for
USG!" then they shove Uke 19
pounds of tiny little pieces of paper
In my hands and pockets.
After I get back to my swtngln'
bachelor pad. I take a look at some
of this stuff I got. Every one of
them talks about some kind of
campus unity, yet they're all running against each other. They all
stood for a bunch of the same stuff.
How'm I supposed to vote for
some chump when the chump
right next door stands for the same
stupid stu fl?
Meanwhile, all these USG folks
keep makln' a lot of noise about
working for lower tuition, for makln' II cheap and easy to go to
school. Then they wanna expand
shuttle bus service to East Liverpool and back. Who'll pay for that
beside you and me? And have you
seen the USG offices In the Student
Services Building?! Flush, comfy

What the heck, Is everyone and
his sister going to Panama City for
break? Whatever happened to
people going all over the place?
From what 1 understand, the Panhandle of Florida Is going to look
like BG but with sand In two
weeks. I Just can't escape. Help.
You look up singer In the dictionary, you get a picture of Tom
Jones.
Sport magazine came out with
Its baseball preview and confirmed
what I've always believed. The
Reds stand as a strong contender.
The Indians stand as a good Joke.
"Uhhh, shut up!" I hear all you
Tribe fans saying. "We got a
young, strong team with promise.
It's not like we suck, 'cause every
year we start out really strong.
Couldn't do that If we were no
good."
Yeah. OK, the Tribe does start
out well every year. But by the
third inning...
More Juice please.
Matthew A. Daneman Is a
senior magazine Journalism major
from Dayton. Be Ukes Buchanan
and Tsongas, bat sabconscloasly
wants to see Robert Ftdghtrm become president. II Was The Oval
Office When I Sat Down On It.
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World's biggest indoor fun park...in Cleveland?
by

Karen

Koster and Matthew A

Daneman

Mow

CLEVELAND - Taste the cotton
candy, tide the roller coaster, play
the midway games, and go up - up
- up In a 125-foot Ferris wheel, all
without stepping outside the wonderful, climate-controlled environment of Cleveland's International Expostlon Center.
The I-X Center will offer the
world's largest Indoor amusement
park April 3 - May 3. Featuring a
funacopia o' fun things to do, this
second annual Indoor extravaganza has "something for everyone,"
according to Cathy Gall, I-X marketing and public relations assistant.
"(I-X Center President] Pat Park
wants to make [the Center] more
than just a trade show facility,"
Gall said. "He wants to make It
more of a family place, an entertainment facility."
Featuring more than 150 rides,
games and attractions, the

amusement park will cover
800.000 square feet with pure fun.
Contained in that area will be such
rides as Super Loop, a 360-degree
vertical speed track and the everpopular crowd-pleasers Spider.
Scrambler and bumpercars. And
for you thrill-seekers, the Zyclon
roller coaster Is one of the largest
Indoor roller coasters ever. A
17-rlde Giant Klddleland will also
entertain both the young and the
young-at-heart.
However, the crowning gem of
the amusement park and the I-X
Center Itself is the I-X Ferris
Wheel, a permanent 10-story
behemoth. Costing $2 million and
taking more than 16 months to
complete, the I-X Ferris Wheel Is
the largest Indoor wheel In the
world.
In order to accomodate the
monstrosity, a hole had to be cut In
the roof of the Center. The wheel
now juts a full 35 feet above the
roof of the Center and Is encased in
a large glass atrium that provides a
view of Cleveland Hooklns Airport
and, on a clear day, the downtown
Cleveland skyline.

Courtesy the I-X CrnfcrAVjrc Golub
COME ONE. COME ALL...Last year, the park attracted 120.000 visitors. This year. 300.000 may visit the worlds
largest Indoor amusement park.
"Everyone loves [the Ferris
wheel]." Gall said. "You can bring
the family and literally go through
the roof."
The I-X Center staff Is hoping
more university students will see
the park as an affordable weekend
road trip. "We're hoping to attract a
lot more college students." Gall
said.

take In three funhouses. video
baseball, Indoor golf, an Ice-skating rink and numerous midway
games.

seeming oxymoron, will make Its
I-X Center debut as well. Professional stunt Jumpers will do performances twice a day, and for a
fee. Center-goers will also be alNASA will sponsor a display fea- lowed to make the Jump.
turing actual rockets and a space
Ticket prices run $ 12.50 for adshuttle. Space-heads will also have
mittance, but there are special disthe opportunity to take a stroll
counts for groups of 20 or more
through the Space Station Freedom module, which stands 15 feet and 100 or more. For Information
on group discounts, call the I-X
According to Gall, the park will
high and Is 60 feet long.
Center at (216) 676-6000
expand with this year's festivities,
and hopes to expand hi the future,
MotlonMaster Theater, featuring
too. "It's going to be bigger and
Hours for the park are 4 p.m. to
movies you can ride, promises fun
better [than last year's park]" she
midnight on Fit. April 3 and 10
for everyone with Its hydraulicadded. "The purpose Is to make
powered seats which move In sync and May 1, 10 a.m. to midnight on
this an annual spring event In Ohio to the action on the screen.
MM April 17 and 24. 10 a.m. to
and, hopefully, for all of the
midnight every Saturday and noon
And there's an exotic petting
Midwest."
to 11 p.m every Sunduy.
'mi</<v/Karen Koster
zoo, with such fun furry carruverous beasts as bear cubs and a
Aside from the rides, I-X goers
UP. UP AND AWAY...The I-X Ferris Wheel Is a 125-foot crowning gem of the
will also have the chance to parsnow leopard cub. And a rollerCenter.
bladlng exhibit. And Marky Mark
and the Funky Bunch will be makGrammy-rifle random drawing, this
Sophomore level - Two points
ing an appearance, as well as Gaweek's winner was Jeff Wahl,
each.
whose favorite castaway was Gil U3. What 'cat' man recently hit the brtelle Carterls, who plays Andrea
on "Beverly Hills 90210." Gawd,
gan. Way to be, Jeff. He knew that
Top 20 with "Get A Leg Up"?
perhaps there is just too much fun
the answers to our Grammy quiz
4. What 'arachnid' band hit the
for one human being to comprewere: 1. Natalie Cole 2. BoyzIIMen Top 10 In 1991 with "Winds of
hend. But there's more!
3. Metalllca 4. Van Halen 5. Marc
Change"?
Indoor bun gee-cord Jumping, a
Conn 6. Elton John 7. Pattl LaBelle
Junior level - Three points each.
8. Lisa Fischer 9. Shabba Ranks
5. What band hit the Top 40 In
10. David Foster.
1985 with "The Bird"?
To enter the quiz, all you gotta
6. What band-band hit the Top 5 CINEMARK THEATRES
do Is send your name, address,
In 1983 with "Union of the
phone number, and favorite type
Snake"?
ill CINEMA 5
of pie or cake to Dr. Dave's Quiz,
Senior level - Four points each.
Q|lZ34N. M.lnSL
354-OSM
c/o 214 West Hall or dump it Into
7. What 'cat' band hit the Top 10
February 28-MarchS, 1992
our gooey wooden box in 210
in the late '80s with "Walt" and
by Dave Baskind
West Hall by 8 a.m., Wed.. March
"When the Children Cry"?
HANO THAI ROCKS 1H£ CRADLE R 1 00.
The Incredible Collage of Musical
11.
8. What sax player went Top 10
3 05.5:10.770.9 30 •» ReWttJ Oemorniy
Knowledge
No horsing around this week.
In 1987 with "Songbird"?
ONCE UPON A CBMC P0 120 115.515
The birds are singing, the bees are
Graduate level - Five points
721.930 *» John Candy. Jim Belushl
humming, an animal parade Is
each.
Can It be? The sun Is shining
STOP 00 Ut U0U WILL SHOOT PO-11 I 15.
down upon EG. The Grammles are surely coming. Join Dr. Dave in his
9. What was Sly Fox's only Top
110.510.705.915
SlySallone
behind us Baseball season starts hi musical salute to animals of all
10 hit?
WAYNFS WORLD PO-1] 1 05,105. 505. 7 tO.
sorts:
10. Name any two of the Stray
less than a month. The Sports II920 •» DM Car. MUMsyin
Freshman level - One point
Cats' four Top 40 hits.
lastnted swimsult Issue is on the
Schwtng. YOU could win a FREE
MEMOIRS OF AN IMVISBUE HAN KM] 100.
streets. And, "Dr. Dave's Incredible each.
100.500. 700.910 ** Chevy Cnasa
1. What reptilian'band tut«1 In promo tape from Finders Records
College of Musical Knowledge" is
1987 with "Here I Go Again"?
Coming: March 13th
before your eyes. All this can only
and Tapes, 128 N. Mam, and an
ARTICLE 99" KieBer Suthenana
2. Name either of The Black
mean one thing - Spring Break is
OFFICIAL Dr. Dave diploma by beCrowes Top 4Q hits.
ing thU week's champ.
Just tajp weeks away!l! in our

Dr.
Dave's
Music
Quiz

t1Ti"-m l.'tiiiii.
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THE SMITHEREENS CLOSED FOR US. .Blltzen will play EasySmet Cafe Thunv
day night.
BABY, WHY DON 1 WE...?:
Wraith at the Good
ROCK GOSSIP FROM TONIGHT:
Tymes Pub, The Ark Band at EasyStreet Cafe, the Spanlc Boys and
THE BLACK SWAMP the
Rlvermen at Frankle's SATURDAY: Splderfoot at the Good
Tymes Pub, the River Runt Spook
Floaters, Trip 20 and Hopscotch
Army at Frankle's. TONIGHT AND
SATURDAY: The Homewreckers at
Howard's Club H. 100 Proof at
Mark's Pizza Pub. MONDAY: Matt
Gerwtn at the Good Tymes Pub.
the Mike Petrostno Quintet at EaJAMS OF THE WEEK: MadHat
syStreet Cafe. TUESDAY: Coma,
in Husk Co. owner Billy Hanway Add Trip and Mlndpower at How- .
chose Slick Aroond for Joy by the ard's Club H, Jason Erlckson at the
Sugarcubes, released on FJektra
Good Tymes Pub, Merry Can Men
Records. Jeff DeWitt, Record Den
at EasyStreet Cafe. Pat Lewandowmanager, picked Arista/BMG
skl at Frankle's. WEDNESDAY: Marelease life Perspectives of a
lakal at Howard's Club H. Subject
Gen aloe Cro Mover by Urban
to Change at the Good Tymes Pub.
Dance Squad. Finders Rethe Grlswalds at EasyStreet Cafe,
cords & Tapes manager Guy Wll the Rlvermen at Frankle's.
cox chose Black Eyed Mao by the THURSDAY: Malakt at Howard's
Cowboy Junkies, released on BMG Club H. Btltzen at EasyStreet Cafe.
records.
Vambo Marble Eye at Frankle's

Thie colors
At Kinko's, our Canon Color Laser Copier reproduces
your true colors with remarkable precision. So when
we make a full color copy, you get the same colors
found in your original.

mum
■ ■■■■■■■■■■DP
by Steven Asptchm
video crRtc

The Montgomery bus boycott
of 1955 was a highly significant
event for the chrtl rights movement Rosa Park's decision to refuse to give up her bus seat to a
while passenger resulted In the
boycotting of dry buses by
nearly 50,000 people, and ultimately resulted hi a supreme
court ruling which allowed
blacks to sit anywhere they
wanted on a bus - Including the
front.
The boycott touched the Uves
of anyone around tt. Including
the while population. Many
white families employed black
women as maids at that time,
and thus the Issues surrounding
the boycott entered the homes
of the white dozens of Montgomery.
Xawloeg Waft Boots (PG).
directed by Richard Pearce, fo-

cuses on the effects of the boycott on a black maid (Whoopl
Goldberg), and the white family
Ice whom she works. The
Thompson family, Norman
(Dwlght Schultz). Miriam (Sissy
Spacek) and Mary Catherine
(Lexi Faith Randall), are living
the American Dream of 1955.
They own a ranch house m the
suburbs, have two cars, and
they have a maid, Odessa Carter
(Goldberg).
Prior to the boycott, Odessa
took the bus to the Thompson's
because she lived on the other
side of town. However, after the
boycott begins, she chooses to
walk to work, a rather lengthy
distance. Odessa's pride and
strength are stedfast. and Goldberg Is very effective In portraying these characteristics.
As the boycott continues, the
tensions between blacks and
whites escalate. Miriam, who
claims to know right from
wrong, offers to pick Odessa up
for work twice a week - but behind her husband's back, because his prejudices outweigh
his rationality. When he does
learn of his wile's doings, he
blows up and demands that she
never drive Odessa again.
V
The Dim concludes with an Intense confrontation between
boycott supporters, including
Goldberg and Spacek. and those
against the boycott, which pits
husband against wife, brother
against brother, and sister- lnlaw against brother-m-law. It Is
the conduston which offers the

most dramatic and emotional
elements of the entire film the
rest before the conclusion Is
well done, but It lacks solid
direction and anises some moments to drag. All of the performances, however, make The
Long Walk Home an enjoyable
historical film.
An Interracial relationship of
a more mamate nature takes
place In Spike Lee's Jungle Fever. FUpper (Wesley Snipes)
fans for his new. while secretary, Angle (Annabel!* Sdorra).
and Initiates an affair with her.
However, since Flipper Is •
black from Harlem and Angle Is
an white from Bensonhurst. the
affair suffers from several external forces. When Angle's father
learns of the affair, he beats her
severty and throws her out of
the house. When FUpper takes
Angle to his parents for dinner,
his father calls her a whore, and
calls Flipper a whoremonger
(shades of Brother Jed!)
Lee hasn't lost his brilliant
directing technique. His use of
lighting arid coloring Is very appealing, and his camera shots
are very unique. The film also
benefits from a mesmerizing
musical score by Terrence Blanchard and a great soundtrack by
Stevie Wonder.
The performances arc also
exquisite. Snipes and Sdorra
are very effective as the two out
cast lovers, and supporting roles
by John Turturro. Ossle Davis
and Ruby Dee arc great eontributtng factors to the films overall
appeal.

I Copy original photos or artwork
I Reproduce original
graphics, charts, and
illustrations

BG News is now offering...

► Increase attention
and retention for
your presentations

Birthday Display Advertisemeats
Want a special and meaningful way to wish your
friend(s) a HAPPY BIRTHDAY?????
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!

500 off full color copies
BnngthiscouponimouicKinlo'slislcdandrcccivcanyfullcolor
laser copies on 20 lb. white bond for 50e off our everyday price.
One coupon per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good
through Juno 15. 1992.

Open 24 hours
354-3977
115 Railroad Slrcct
(Behind Myles)

i-

,
'
I

kinko's
the copy center

•
•
•
•

1x3 ad to be displayed in the classified
We offer a variety of graphics to choose from for your ad
Birthday display ad must be placed 2 days prior to run
On and off campus students can be billed to your bursar
Your cost ONLY $10 per ad!!
Send your frlendti) a BIRTH DA Y WISH In style!
Place an order NOW!!!!!!!

Please call 2-2605 or slop by The BG News office at 214 West Hall
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.MUSIC/
/REVIEW
Social Dtitortlon
Somewhere Between Heaven
and Hen
Epic
Taking up the angry gauntlet.
Social D's latest release after a twoyear wait (marked most notably by
opening for Nell Young on the
Ragged Glory tour) Is marked with
lrreslstable bits of plssed-off angst
In the finest tradition of the Clash
and the Replacements.
"Cold Winds." a burning story of
lost faith In the face of adversity.
opens the album like a stinging
slap In the face with their trademark sound that marked such past
hits as "Ball and Chain." Best
thing? The album Just doesn't let
up afterwards. Try out hard rocker
"When She Begins" ('Baby tell me,
where did I go wrong?/When
minutes seem like hours and days
seem like weeks, how could a year
last so f—-big long?'). And "99 To
Life" Is the best Johnny-Cashmeets-Johnny-Rotten-esque story
of a love lost to a serrated knife
blade between her third and fourth
ribs to come down the pike In
years.
Punchy, mean, rocking. Damn
One. Catch It.
- Matthew A. Dancman
Little Village
Little Village
Reprise Records
Ahhh. the 70s are back (no. not
literally) In the form of Little
Village, a combination of has-been
or never-been musicians - a combination which meshes pretty well.
Little Village consists of guitarists/vocalists Ry Cooder and John
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Local writers reading it out loud
veritable plethora of writers.
"You really get a wide variety of
people at readings," Wicks said.
"One time a minister from a local
LITTLE VILLAGE
church got up and read."
Matt Duncan, Andrew Fuller and
Hiatt. bassist/vocalist Nick Lowe
It's not a Chicago poetry slam or
Scott LaClalre are sophomore creaa Village reading It's not A Night
and eternal back-up drummer/percussionist Jim Kelter (he
tive writing majors who have read
In the life of Jimmy Reardon
who has backed-up for John Lenat Grounds for Thought. They proeither.
vided Insight Into the spoken
non, George Harrison, Rlngo Starr
But It could be.
and Harry NUsson). While there
word.
Local writers wishing to share
probably Isn't enough Top 40 ma- their work with an audience have
"For writers. It's a form of
research," Fuller said. "You're
terial (like that's really a measure
the opportunity to do so at
for good music), there Is a lot of
Grounds for Thought. 174 S. Mam. learning about different voices that
The coffee shop and bookstore has shape what your voice becomes."
good quality, mellow - but foot
"You can access more people at
stomping - music on this tape. The been hosting open readings since
once," Duncan added. "Depending
group did very well In putting
January, 1990.
together their collective talents,
"The Idea was Interesting," said on how much of a performance
Kelly Wicks, Grounds For Thought you make your piece. It can be enand the group has their own
tertaining."
co-owner and organizer of the
unique sound - with Just a crumb
"Some [poetry and Action] Is
readings "The town needed an
of Bread, a feather ofByrds and
meant to be read aloud and some
outlet for alternatives."
trtnkle of Buffalo Springfield.
Isn't," LaClalre said. "It varies from
The readings take place once a
Standouts Include "Solar Sex
writer to writer. It's more personal
Panel." "She Runs Hot" and "Don't month and feature local writers,
Bug Me When I'm Working." They most of whom are University stuto read to an audience."
are no Travelling WUburys, but
From their onset, the readings
dents. The featured readers are
usually followed by an hour of
Little Village may soon see then'
have attracted a large audience. "It
open readings. According to
own level of success with those
gives people something to do."
Wicks said.
who want to hold onto the '70s. If Wicks, the open readings draw a
you want a taste, take a chew on
this one.
!• <^^N^^^^»W^>^^S\\\\N\\\\\\\\\\\X\\^^
C
by Scott DcKitch

Insider assistant editor

-Greg Wat son

WE DELIVER!

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone

(419) 255-7769 or
1-800-589 6005

HOWARDS club H
210 IN. Main

352-9951

HOMEWRECKERS
FRI & SAT MARCH 6-7
VVFAL'S Nile out Best Legs & Boxer contest.
Special MC'S Bobcat & Chief
18-20 Welcome
82.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:30
HOURS:
MOM.-Siii.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. til 2:30 a.m.

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day -k

"There are over a hundred creative writing majors at the University and the majority doesn't seem to
be too active," Fuller said. 'That's
kind of ridiculous when they have
opportunities to express themselves and they're not sharing their
work until their senior year when
they're required to."
The next reading at Grounds for
Thought Is March 14 at 8 p.m.
■
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""Nightly at 7:15
Sat Sun Mat 2:00 4:00

FREEJ/ICK
IMILIO ESTEVEZ

1.50
'

order
Limited Delivery
Area

UAO
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Nightly at

MICKJAGGER
0,5 Frl Sat
0 ANTHONY. . ":
" .'
MOPKINS Late Show 11:30
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Grand Canyon
Hook
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Powell's
% Woodland Mall
Mon thru Fri
353-1883
4pm to 9pm

"Hopefully, others will see that
we've done something," Duncan
said. "If you read or submit, you've
done something. Too many people
say I could never do that' and
don't even try."

If ^T
\ ^^

Hand Dipped Ice Cream - gl.SO/dip
Shakes-31.50
Sundaes - $1.50
Banana Splits - 32.50
Sandwiches, Drinks, and Chips available

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

Lately, readings have been pulling In upwards of a hundred people each time and, for local writers,
the large audience Is an opportunity to communicate material that
may otherwise never see the light
of publication.

UAO
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NEED A BREAK FROM MIDTERM STRESS?
Let W@ help you on March 6th
with comedian JANEANE GAROFALO
and opening act, Dan Logan!
JANEANE GAROFALO has appeared
on film & television, at comedy clubs
across the country including
New York City's Comic Strip and
Los Angeles' Improv and at colleges
across the U.S.
DAN LOGAN stand-up comedian
and impressionist, also has television
appearances and has appeared at
comedy clubs across the country.
UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

This comic event
on March 6th
will be held in
the Galley under
Harshman Quad.
The opening act
will begin at 8:30 pm.
with Janeane
Garofolo
to follow at 9:00pm
This event is
FREE and open
to All!
UAO UAO UAO UAO
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BAM!
Covering the Comic Book Beat
by Matthew A. Daneman
Insider editor-ln-chlef

Pauper's Books. 206 N. Main. It will be worth the trip.
These stores don't specialize In textbooks and sweatshirts, nor do they provide refreshments or poetry readings. Both shops put forth a distinct and different atmosphere, but
their purpose Is exactly the same - they provide book-lovers with volumes In every style,
theme, size, color and price-range Imaginable.
Avebury Books, owned and operated by Ryan Tweney and Karln Hubert, opened for
business on August 12,1991.
Matching the store's summer-time debut Is Its overall warm and Inviting atmosphere.
Classical music plays softty In the background as the shopper browses freely through Its
maze-like floor plan.

"We carry thousands of hardbacks In all categories and price ranges." said Hubert.
With categories ranging from rivers, science, Abe Lincoln and fiction to poetry, cook
They swing from rooftop to rooftop In garish, skintight costumes. They shoot lasers
books and the Bible, this motto certainly proves true.
from their eyes or webs from their hands. They can fry without wings. They fight crime.
The store Is arranged by category, each book shelved and arranged neatly.
And one BG student reports It all.
'We have about 12.000 books In the store." Hubert sold. "There are also several
Glen Lubbert. sophomore Journalism major from Mars. Pa., serves as both editor
thousand stashed at home that we couldn't fit Into the store.
and publisher for Comic Chronicle, a digest for fans and followers of the comic book
"Our prices can range from SI.00 to S 100.00 per book," Hubert said.
Industry. Featuring Interviews with the biggest names In the business, as well as reviews,
With such a variety, this tidy, three-room haven seems as if It took months to organize.
tips for collectors and the latest news In the comic world. Chronicle Is now In Its fifth
Hubert clarifies this notion: "With the help of really good friends...who are still our friends. It
year of publication.
took about 10 days to put the shop together."
"It started out with me writing letters to other people collecting comics. I started
Tweney and Hubert acquired most of their stock from a bookstore In Toledo which
getting so many letters, I began sending form letters, (and) It evolved Into Comic
was going out of business.
Chronicle." Lubbert said.
"We also buy selectively, shop around and visit other dealers." Hubert said.
The cover story for each Issue of Chronicle Is typically an Interview with one of the
"What's astonishing.' she added, "is the small number of professors and teachers that
big names In the comic Industry.
come In compared to the large number of students.
"John Byrne (wrlter/artlst lor Superman, Fantastic Four) is the next Issue,' Lubbert
"(The students) are really Impressing us. They come In and look for Dickens and a lot
said. "We'll have Tom Lyle (artist for Robin, Robin II) coming up soon.
of literature."
"In the past we've done BIB Slenklewkrz (artist/writer for Stray Toasters). Paul
While Hubert said that business Is encouraging, she odded that owning the shop Is
Chadwlck (artlst/wrlter for Concrete), Peter David (writer for The Incredible Hulk) and
exciting.
Ron Frenz (wrlter/artlst for Thor).
"I think that anyone who reads dreams about owning a book store. For us. It's a
"They're an really responsive,' according to Lubbert "They like to talk to the public. dream come true.'
A lot of professionals subscribe (to Comic Chronicle), and I get feedback from them...In
Not unlike the friendly confines of Avebury Books Is Pauper's Books, owned and
my letters column. John Herbert, who's done work on Batman. Is a new guy at Marvel
operated exclusively by Leo Schlfferll
Comics and he'll be doing a column called From the Trenches' talking about what Its
Greeted with a cheerful "HII Is there anything I can help you with?' the customer Is
like to work In the field."
drawn Into the narrow establishment which looks as If It will virtually burst at the seams
Started by Lubbert In high school with just a typewriter. Comic Chronicle now
because of the volume of stock gracing the shelves...and the floor and the front counter
employs the computer labs and laser printing facilities of the University with a noticeand the window sills. Amidst the shelved copies ore old grape crates and beer cases
able Improvement In product quality, according to Lubbert. However. It Is not profit
now filled with SchlfferU's treasures. Precarious paths have been cleared so that customers
that keeps Chronicle going.
can make their way between the aisles.
"It costs S100 to S125 for printing, plus laser printing and other costs. I'm very, very
"I pick up books when I travel," Schlfferll sold. "In fact, I was In Ft. Wayne last weekend
far In the red," he groaned.
and I brought a few books bock with me.
While circulation of the magazine centers primarily around the Midwest, the
Schlfferll win also special-order books, trade copies with customers and once In a
Chronicle reaches 15 states. Puerto Rico. Canada and even Czechoslovakia.
while, he will work with other book dealers
Copies are available for SI at Young's Newsstand on Main Street.
"Mostly." he sold. "I pick up books as I go. I get some good stuff that way."
Since he bought the store In 1979, he has obviously practiced that Plck-Up-As-You-Go
policy because his store now houses more than 175.000 books.
He stresses that of these 175.000 there may be more than one copy of each book.
"Yeah, about 508 of these books are copies of Jaws that people have brought In.' he
joked.
In addition to the thousands of books Schlfferii has for sale, he has two storage rooms
filled with books waiting to moke It to the sale shelves.
Is he worried about selling all of these books? Hardly.
"By the year 3082 I'll sell every book In here.' he mused. "The problem Is. every year I
bring In more books than I sell."
SchlfferU's Hterary menu sees no boundaries. His store offers romance, mystery, fiction,
cook books, science fiction and yes, even two whole shelves of Cliff's Notes. But the list
doesn't stop there. You have to see It to believe It.
While I was browsing, a customer came In and asked Schlfferll for a book by Aldous
Huxley. Within seconds, the young man had the book In his hands. Believe It or not, most
of the books In this store are arranged alphabetically by author.
"There's a big myth that I know exactly where every book Is," Schlfferll said. "It's not
true. Sometimes I'll go In the back and say Wowl I didn't know I had thatl"
I think he's being modest.
Nonetheless, the magic of the place Is the thousands of volumes waiting to be
unveiled by the perfect customer looking for that exact copy. Add ShlfferB's easy going
and witty manner and you're easily "booked" for an entire afternoon.
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Local stores the apple of
a bookworm's eye
by Karen Koster
Insider staff writer

Tired of leafing through that endless pile of texlbooks and trying to comprehend
Principles of Organic Chemistry? Looking for a way to spend a rainy afternoon or
simply need an alternative to a day of television? Check out two of Bowling Green's
less-traveled, yet noteworthy bookstores; Avebury Books. 143-C E. Wooster and

I The Insider Mufhe
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Little Magazine On
The Prairie
Undergraduate writing sees the light of day
by Walter Campbell
Insider staff writer
For aspiring writers trying to get a work In print. Prairie Margins - BGSU's own undergraduate literary review - can be a godsend.
"The purpose of the magazine Is to give undergraduate writers on campus the
chance to be published." said Jenifer Sader. senior English and creative writing major
and current editor of Prairie Margins.. "It's really a good experience to see your name In
print, and It gives you something to put on an application. And since the magazine Is
sold on campus, other people you know will be reading your work."
The magazine accepts all varieties of poefry. fiction, and non-fiction submissions,
though few non-flcflon pieces are typically received. While there are no formal guidelines for length, the magazine asks that writer's submit no more than five pieces per
semester.
Prairie Margins also places few restrictions on content. "But we wouldn't accept
something that Is openly racist, bigoted or prejudiced and has absolutely no literary
merit," said Chad Rohibacher. sophomore creative writing major and fiction editor of
the magazine.
"We try to be liberal, and open minded," said Laurie Barnes, senior creative writing
and music major and Margins poetry editor." We'l allow profanity, and some really racy
stuff.
The magazine tries to reflect current trends In society In the nature of the work It
publishes. "One of the poems we've accepted talks about African Americans, and
another discusses Japanese women. I think Prairie Margins Is becoming more culturally
aware." Barnes said.
When a piece Is submitted to the magazine, the writer's name Is removed from the
piece by the poetry and fiction editors, so that It doesn't bias the Judgement of the
staff. While the editors know who's written a particular piece, they try to remain impartial.
"The editors are there to Instigate discussion, and while we take part In the discussion; we're not the last word on what gets Included and what doesn't," Sader explained. "It's a group effort with the staff.
"We ask our staff what they like and dislike about the piece, and what changes
they'd recommend be made for (the piece) to be published,' Sader said. "It's like a
creative writing workshop - without the writer.
"When we decide to Include an author's work, we notify them by phone, after
which rejection/recommendation letters are sent out. We always give guidelines and
tips (to works that have been rejected), and we always recommend that the writer's resubmlt works to the magazine,' Sader said.
The deadlines for submitting works typically varies, but they are approximately
seven weeks Into a semester, give or take a week. Submissions can be dropped off at
the English Department mailboxes. 202C University Hall In the Prairie Margins mailbox or
they can be given to the editors personally.
Prairie Margins Is published once a semester, and Is sold near the end of the

ImiderM Galavda
PEACE HOUSE PRESS PERSON...Gordon Morrison looks •( the freshest batch of
submissions lo Peace House Press, his Independently-published local literary
magazine. The not Issue of Press Is due laler this month. The magazine Is available al MadHatter Music Co.. the University Christian Fellowship, Avebery
Books and Grounds For Thought.

seemed that there was a void In the current Independent media.' he sold.
Morrison said he has received positive reactions about the debut Issue, but he
hopes the magazine wHI grow and Improve. "It's been a nice start," he sold. "I'm
quickly learning from my mistakes."
Morrison, who finances as well as edits Peace House Press, plans to publish the next
edition at the end of March. The magazine's first Issue costs S2, but Morrison said the
price of upcoming Issues wll drop to S1. Copies are available at MadHatter Music Co..
Avebury Books. Grounds for Thought and the University Christian Fellowship.
Matt Duncan and Andrew Fuller began publishing The Three-lobed Burning Eye, In
April 1991, as University freshmen. The magazine's title and purpose stems from a
favored author of the pair. HP. Lovecraft.
Lovecraft's writing often Involved a fevered narrator who stumbles onto a terrible
supernatural horror. Critics have written off much of his work as pulp and contend his
writing suggests the human race Is worthless, according to Fuller.
Fuller and Duncan Intended to twist this around with their magazine by offering the
opportunity for people to express more than this dbparing view. "(We sold) we'd make
the magazine an antt-trtbute to Lovecraft," Fuller said.
semester at the Union Foyer and the English Department Office, 201 University Hall.
So while the magazine's title may suggest a gothlc/horror genre-only publication,
While the deadline for submissions has passed, the current Issue will be on sale April
the editors aim to steer clear of cliches and formulas. "Writing should be exploring We
20-23, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Back Issues are available upon request.
hate cliche." Fuller said. "We don't want to do a pulp magazine.' And for those that
Writers featured In the upcoming issue will be giving a free reading ot Grounds For
don't take a chance because of the magazine's title. Duncan added, "Well, you're
Thought on Saturday, April 25. from 8-10 p.m.
missing out."
Fuller added that one goal of Skankln' Dead Press, Duncan and Fuller's publishing
title. Is to promote writing Itself. "We'd like to generate Interest In writing. In expression."
Fuller and Duncan encourage submissions that offer an alternative to traditional
writing styles. These Include sketches, block prints, "anything that can be reproduced
In black and white," according to Fuller. "We're trying to break people Into different
mediums of expression.'
Students publishing their own magazines offer a valuable forum for openness of
expression that may not otherwise be available. "If you wont people to support you as
a writer, you have to support writers,' Duncan said.
According to Duncan, this kind of support comes in many forms, such as attending
by MorreNa Raleigh
readings, tolklng about what you hear and read, buying publications that promote
Insider managing editor
Independent-thinking writers and of course, by writing.
And the Independence aspect of publishing such a magazine Is Integral, accordBucking traditional restraints and the status quo, a few University students are trying
ing to Fuller. "That way there's no department In the University that can tell us what to
to bring burled creativity to light by offering an expressive outlet to writers and artists
print and what not."
through their Independently-produced literary publications.
wim innngs in national writer's listings, such as Scavenger's Newsletter and Fact
Gordon Morrison, senior liberal studies major, and Matt Duncan and Andrew Fuller,
Sheet Five, Skankln' Dead Press receives much of their material from outside the
both sophomore creative writing majors, are three such Individuals.
Bowling Green city limits. "We need people In this area to submit," Duncan said.
Morrison began publishing his Peace House Press literary magazine "to try to find
The Three-lobed Burning Eye cosh S5 and Is available locally at MadHatter
common bonds between people," he sold. "We all share common human experiences.
Music Co.. Grounds for Thought and Thockerys In Toledo.
Some people don't dick on that. Hopefully, this will help show that."
Both magazines encourage Interested writers, poets ond artists of al kinds to
The magazine Includes and accepts artistic and literary expressions of all types, from
submit their works. Comments and submissions for Peace House Press shoukj be sent to
poetry, prose and photography to recipes, crochet patterns and sheet music, accordPeace
House Press, c/o UCF, 303 Thursttn Ave., Bowling Green. Oh. 43402. To request
ing to Morrison. "(We publish) anything that Isn't angst and anger - stuff that is different
subscription Information, or for a copy of The Three-Lobed Burning Eye submission
and really doesn't have a place anywhere else," he sold.
requirements, write: Skankln' Dead Press, 150 Krelscher-Darrow, BGSU. Bowling Green.
Work on Peace House Press began In August 1991 because Morrison thought
Oh. 43403.
another Independent magazine would be beneficial for local readers and writers. "It

Writin' Up A Storm

Students get literary with independent publications
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An American
(not!) classic

Strange brew
Bars offer taste trip across the globe

by David Hullman
Insider film critic

»h Cofcorl
Instdc-rskj H writer

Not since Moon Unit Zappa's
song "Valley Girl" has a product of
popular culture affected the every
day language of the American
youth like Wayne's World Every
"clever" dim reviewer In the country has used some kind of play on
Wayne's and Garth's excessive use
of the word "not." or one of their
other distinctive sayings. Thankfully. I'm not quite that clever.
Mike Myers' and Dana Carvey's
popular Saturday Night Live skit
has been turned Into an funny and I
amazingly successful movie.
Myers and Carvey take their smallscreen personas. Wayne and
Garth, to the big screen and miraculously sustain over ninety
minutes of film.
Like their skits, the film focuses
on Wayne's and Garth's public access cable show, but now we get to
see how the show effects their
social lives In their home town of
Aurora, II. Wayne is the coolest
guy In town and has no trouble getting to the front of the lines of the
best clubs and can easily pick up
the gorgeous lead singer of the
band. Aurora It Wayne's world,
where he seemingly rules supreme.
Everything Is going Wayne's way

AURORA ROCKS!.. Wayne (Mike Myers) and Garth (Dana Carvey) play two hon
est cops In the dirty dry And monkeys might fly outta my butt.
until Rob Lowe, a slimy producer
and advertising man, sets his eye
on Wayne's World, the TV show,
as a vehicle for a wealthy advertiser. Wayne signs the contract
without reading the small print,
blinded by the zeros on his check.
In addition to Wayne's show,
Lowe's eye also falls on Wayne's
girl and he tries to woo her with
her own music video.
Wayne'• World Is not a storydriven film, nor will H contribute
greatly to the art of cinema. There
Is no substance, only laughs.
From the opening as they sing
along to Queen's "Bohemian
Rhapsody," to the Scooby Doo
ending, there Is a steady stream of
good Jokes - the best be lngTerailnator 2's Robert Patrick's
cameo and Wayne's perfect Cantonese after only a few lessons.
However, Wayne's World Is not
comedlcally perfect. "Mar-

PUBES

rted.Wlth Children's" Ed O'Nell
serves no purpose whatsoever,
and some of Garth's asides to the
camera are equally useless. When
Wayne runs around the bedroom
with a self-inflicted wedgle. It Isn't
so much funny as It Is grotesque.
With the success of his first film,
Myers would seemingly be on his
way to a successful career in the
movies like other SNL alumni
Chevy Chase and Eddie Murphy that Is If he doesn't get typecast as
Wayne. Carvey's future Is less certain since he Is second fiddle to
Myers and still has Opportunity
Knocks staining his resume.
Making a fun movie out of a skit
concept Is no easy task. Bob and
Doug MacKenzle tried It with
Strange Brew, but I! took Wayne
and Garth to get people to pay to
see the same characters In the
theater that they could see for free
on TV.

by LT. Horton
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While the Peace Corps or the military may let you see the world,
most people don't have the patience required for that lime Investment. But some local watering holes provide a way to never
leave BG but st UI see the world, or at least the notable beers from
the four comers of the globe.
Since opening Its doors as the former Soft Rock Cafe In November 1987, more than 100 people have proudly accepted the honor
of being admitted to Easystreet Cafe's Hall of Foam.
In order to become one of the lucky few. participants must drink
at least one each of over 74 different Imported and domestic beers,
Including draft selections.
"It gives drinking a little more excitement, a little more of a challenge" said Matt Wheeler, upstairs manager at Easystreet Cafe.
"They get one full year to do It, but lt usually only takes a couple
of months to finish" he added.
Overall, most people who originally Join the club finish rather
than quit, and getting your name on a plaque of previous winners
Isn't the only Incentive.
Foam-ers also receive a large mug and a Hall of Foam T-shirt.
In addition, EasyStrcet Cafe enters the names of participants who
complete the Hall in a drawing for a trip for two to Jamaica.
Much of the fun In finishing the Hall of Foam Is that everyone
who comes Into Easystreet Cafe can see the winners names "so If
[the winners] come back they can see their names up there. It's
kind of cool'' Wheeler said.
Campus Pollyeyes formerly conducted a 'passport tour' where
customers could sample 100 varieties of beer from all over the
world. Booklets resembling passports were given to patrons and
they wen stamped each time they tried a new beer.
"We'd love to get back Into that because so many people liked lt"
said George Nlckolson, owner of Campus Pollyeyes. "It was great.
and we hope to get back Into the passport tour'next fall."
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After a brisk morning jog, throw away
your copy of the BG News and just read
-THE INSIDER*

COLUMBIA
COURT
APTS
B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex
Close to B.G.S.U.
Hurry only a few left.
CALL US AT 352-0717
FOR MORE INFORMATION
GREENBRIAR INC., MGR.
Summer Rates Available
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TV LISTINGS
FRIDAY EVENING

o
Q

6:00

6:30

News

7:30

8:00

CBS News

Can Be Told Scorch

Newsmag

Lite

8:30
Fish Police

9:00

|

9:30

Tequila and Bonetti

10:00

10:30

Heans Are Wild

11:00

11:30

News

Ne-vhart

12:00

12:30

Arsenio Hall

Tommy Hunter

Street Legal

CBC News

Good Rockm Tonrte

Long Road

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

Scorch

Tequila and Bonetti

Hearts Are Wild

News

Dark Justice

Shopping

CD
CD
68
60
69

News

NBC News

IK Fly Away

Tonight Show

€0

o

CBC News

MARCH 6,1992
7:00

Ent. Tonight Cur Aflair

Mattock

Can Be Told ABC News

M'A'S'H

Family

Previews

Business

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

Reading

MacNeil/Lehr w Newshour

Full House

Buss'

Boss'

Golden Carls Married

ESMI MolowOfW
mc

Up Close

"Bad Day ai Black Rock

Nightmare Cate

News

Billy

20/20

ArsemoHail

Wash Wee* Wall Si

Unrv Forum

Adam Smith

Blake's 7

European

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall Si

Songs ol the Civil War

Nighl Court

Americas Most Wanted

NBA Basketball Detroit Pisions at Denver Nuggets

Video

Video

Married..

M-A'S'H

America s Most Wanted

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Denver Nuggets

News

Video

Video

Sportscenter Ski World
Movie

Journal

Baby Talk

Family Feud

Married

Fish Police

Slop by S

Skeleton

j Sewn

Boxing Kevir Pompey vs Stephen Johnson

Eight Men Out

Movie

Amer Cup

RoboCop 2'

|Nigntiine

Are You Being Served'

Psychology

Schaap Talk Sponscenter
Movie

SpeedWeek

Run"

SATURDAY AFTEI tNOON
11:00

11:30

MARCH 7,1992

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

O

Future

Sesame Street

Homeworks

Disability

Sports Weekend

CD
CB
60
68
CD
69
O

Future

Waldo

Fishing

Pro Fishing

Telecast

Saved Ben

Saved-Bell

Inside Stuff

School Quiz College Basketball Michigan Stale at Illinois

ESPN

o

Waldo

Game Pro

Earth Jml

TBA

Telecast

(Showcase

Cooking

Frugal Gourmet

MolorWeek

Rod-Reel

Super boy

Tarzan

Mows: "The Heat"

Bill » led

Little Shop

WWF Wrestkng

W Cay

Sportscenler Running 5K | College Bask •bail Big South Champions hip
Glory

Home Again Juice Tiger

College Basketball Northwestern at Ohio State
PBA Bowling: Homestead Class*

Workshop

Great American Quilt

Austin City Limits

Workshop

Hometime

Cooking

Movie
Movie

5:00

5:30

[Sports Weekend

Ouldoors

Old House

4:30

PGA Gotl Doral Ryder Open

Living Isles

Tins Old House

4:00

College Basketball Seton Hal al SI John s

Today's Gourmet

Golfing

3:30

PGA Got! Doral Ryder Open

Hammerman Weekend

Movie

Earth Jml

3:00

College Basketball Seton Hal al St John's

Bugs Bunny & Tweety

TUC Not Without My Daughter

In Concert

Mystery*

Battle Beyond the Slats

Move.

Gourmet

Five Corners"

Alexander

Til"

Omit

[so Model

Baywalch
Star Search

College Basketball Colorado State at Wyoming
The Philadelphia Story"

[In America

Amazing Grace

Ciao Italia

Beauty and the Beast
Movie:

Adam-12

Wide World ol Sports

Movie

|World Cup Slang
Eliminators

|sr GoH
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10
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SATURDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30
CBS News
Life Choices
O News

o
o

Gort

8:30

9:00

10:00

9:30

10:30

Boys of Twilight

Beverly Hies Cop II"

11:00
News

11:30
Movie

12:00

NHL Hockey New York IslarxJers al Montreal Canadiens

CBC News

Wh Fortune Cash E.p

Movie: "Beverly Has Cop II"

Boys of Twilight

News

Star Search

News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight

Golden Girls Powers Thai Be

Ststers

Mews

Saturday Night Live

NewWKRP

ADC News

Empty Nest

American Gladiators

"Young Indiana Jones and me Curse ol the Jackal

Commish

Arsenio Hal

Amumg Grace

Lawrence Wetk Show

Those Fabulous '40s

Great Performances

Nat Cole

European

Lawrence Went Show

Tony Brown

Sluntmaslers

Emergency

| Missing

Ulestyles-Rich

Star Trek Neil Gener.

Movie:

JLajervsion

Fn the 13th Series
Neil Young in Concert

Johnny Matfus - Chances Are

Movie "Front Page Woman"

Cops

Paul Rodriguez

Come Strip Live

WWF Wresting

Cops

Cops

Paul Rodriguez

Mews

Star Trek

Sportscenter College Basketball MEAC Championship

The Long Walk Home

Country Beat

Cops

College Basketball Brigham Young al Utah
| Movie:

Fear"

Emergency

Amilyville The Demon
Stuntmasters

Sportscenter Rodeo National Finals

Movie

Not Without My Daughter

Baskel Case

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

e
o

In America

11:30

MARCH 8,1992

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

lace Nanon

College Basketball Villanova at Syracuse

Coronation

Best Years

Meeting Place

CD

Real Estate

Coaches

College Basketball Villanova al Syracuse

o
a

Sunglasses

Rock

Coaches

Larry Jones

Week-David Brinkley

Community Close-Up

9
©)

Tony Brown

Decisions

McLaughlin

SB

Will.arm IV

Movie:

a

ESPN Reporters
TMC

NBA Show

One on One

Laservision

Billy Packer 1 Movie

[Sportscenter

' L.A Slory Contd

o

Bonanza

CD
IS
9
9

Throe Amigos1

k<ov,e

8:30

Guess Who s Coming to Dinner

9:00

9:30

10:30

Family Ties

World Cup Skiing

]Movie

10:00

in Sickness and in Health

HarryHendr

Mama
Boss9

College Basketball Southland Championship

Movie,

Charles

High Risk

Sr Goll

A Night m the Life ol Jimmy Reardon

11:00

11:30

News

Siskel

12:00

12:30

Arsenio Hall

Family Hour

Gemini Awards

CBC News

Movie

Murder. She Wrote

Movie

In Sickness and in Health

News

Brooklyn

Movie: "Deadly Blessing

News

NB( News

Democrats

Hot Country Nights

Movie

The Nightman

News

Spoils

Roggins

ABC News

Emergency

World of Discovery

Videos

Editors

NewWKRP

Creatures Great & Small

Nature

Jose Carreras: A Life Story

Market

Sign-Oil

Nature

Olympic Skater Browning

Maslerpiece Theatre

Frontkne

Eerie Ind

Anne ol Green Gables, the Sequel" COM d

Movie

Venture

Never Say Never Again
Univ. Forum

Manuel, le Fils Emprunte

Paid Prog

Star Trek Next Gener

True Colors

Paiker I

In Color

Hoc

Married

Herman

Get a Ule

Sun Comics Laservis-on

Answer

Grudge Match

Golden Girls Gro Pams

True Colors

Parker L

In Color

Roc

Married

Herman

News

Sports Extra M-A-VII

M-A'S-H

Kenneth Copeland

Movie

Sportscenter College Bask Iball Southern Conl Cham P

Carrie

Movie

College Basketball* Sun Belt Championship

LA Story

Movie:

The

Worth

MIXED
BOUQUETS

Watching

best

in

entertainment

Movie

CBLLOMB
HOURS
Wednesday thru Sunday
800 P.M. to 2:30 AM.

is on your public

Widnis<iy-«nrnitlyi Night
NoCenrl
Sa brhe i Irtoad!

station, Channel

week's programs.

Bowling

sex. lies, and videotape

and information

listings for this

FREE SECURE
PARKING

THURSDAY-COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
NO COVER WITH COLLEGE LD.
18 AND OLDER
Thursday Draft Special*

MwmownVTOiat

CASH-N-CARRY
428 E. WOOSTER

Hero and the Tenor

Sportscenter

27. Check the

$4.00

353-1045

JFull House
[Movie

JMovie

8:00

Dr Bernie Sieget: Love. Medicine & Miracles

Anne ol Green Gables - The Sequel

60 Minutes

ESPN Senior PGA Goll
TMC

Movie

The Amateur

Gnuly Adams

College Basketball Missouri al Kansas

Movie:

Anne ol Green Gables"

5:30

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Los Angeles Lakers

College Basketball North Carolina at Duke

Murder. She Wrote

5:00

PGA Goll: Doral Ryder Open

Frugal Gourmet

7:30

4:30

PGA Goll Doral Ryder Open

Fit or Fat lor the 90s

Movie:

4:00

CBS News

Movie

m

3:30

News

Take Charge ol Your Ule

eg

NBA Basketball Chicago Bulls at Philadelphia 76ers

sex. lies, and videotape

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
60 Minutes
CBS News
O News

3:00

Sunday Arts Entertainment Sunday Arts Entertainment Sports Weekend

College Basketball Ohio Valley Conf Championship
JMovie

2:30

College Basketball Indiana at Michigan

Blond* Brings Up Baby

Star Trek Next Gener

2:00

College Basketball Indiana al Michigan
Hymn Sing

Canada

Anne ol Green Gables

American Gladiators

12:30

"American Justice

CBS News

ESPN Ser»or PGAGoll
TMC

Oon Cherry

8:00
Movie

News

CBC News

G)
S>
9
60
SB
©

7:30
NewWKRP

Magaxlnc

WBGU
-

l_

TV27

201 N. MPOM IT.
Sun«ii. -NOW lf> * OMer
SUPBOOKnrJirmsoN
r,.,, mi>..„..
PH0Hf:»S-5lt1

FHd»yMMch6.19jtt|]

The lmdder Magazine

DAYTIMEMORNING
5:30

5:00
O
O
IB
ID

Nightwatch

6:00

CBS News

6:30

7:00

News

8:00

7:30

9:00

8:30

9:30

This Morning g

Salty Jessy Raphael

10:00
Design w

CBC News

Earth

Home Shopping Spree

CBS News

Newsq

This Morning Q

Jenny Jones

Design W

Varied

NBC News

News

Today Q

Salty Jessy Raphael

Maury Povich

Good Morning America g

Live - Regis S Kathie Lee Gerakto

Sign-Ofl Cont d

News

Wok With Yan

at

Sign-Ott Cont d

•
6D
O

Sigo-0(I Cont'd

Homestrptch Lamb Chop

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

StgrVOfCMtf

Homestretch Lamb Chop

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programme)

Chip-Dale

ABC

Movie Cont'd

NHW;,

Melodies

Q.I.Jo*

Tiny Toon

Casper

Muppets

V«Jeo Power 01 Joe

Up Close

Sportscenter Sportscenter Sponscenter | Sportscenter Training

M

1 Love Lucy

News

tmt

Basketball

Getting Fit

IMC

Movie

varied Programs

[in Motion

Woody

DuckTaiesg Robert Tilton

OuchTates g Peter Pan

Sanlord

Family Feud

Price
One on One
Home

TBA

Movie

11:00

Mr Dressup Sesame SI

|jerlecsons g Webster
JBodyshape

10:30

Family Feud Met

Bewitched

700 CM)

Laveme

Little House

Sportscenter Sportscenter Getting Fit
Movie

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON
11:30
O

o
a

12:00

Pnce

New.

Sesame SI.

Midday

Pnce

Newsg

Conotntr.

News

12:30

1:30
Bold. Bea

4:00

4:30

Edward A Mrs. Simpson

Fame

Video Hits

Guiding Light

Oprah Winfrey g

Golden Girls Cosby Show

Another World

Santa Barbara

Joan Rivers

One Lire to Live

General Hospital

Studs

69

700 Club

K Copetand

Varied

ab

Little House

New Beaver

Andy Griffith B Hillbillies

In Motion

Bodyshape

Varied
Movie

Highway to Heaven g
3 s Co.

Varied Programs

Donahue[j
M'A-S"H

News

Ml Rogers

Sand«)o

Lamb Chop

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogeis

Sq 1 IV

Beetleiuce

Dark wing

Nmuj Turtles Melodies

liny Toon

Saved BM

Jeannie

Peter Pan

Bond Jr

Tale Spin :;

Bewitched

Chipmunks

Menace

Tale Spin g

Beelleiuice

Final Four

Global Wrest)

Mov,e

O
O

o
IB
0
S

m

63
CD
urn
me

6:30

News

Movie

MARCH 9,1992
7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

CBS New,

Can Be Told Shade

Maior Dad

Newsmag.

Jel.y Bean

9:00
Murphy B.

9:30

Design W

Northern Exposure

Material

Degrassi

Night Heat

Billy Graham Crusade

Shade

Mapr Dad

Murphy B

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cur Affair

Fresh Pnnce Blossom

Movie. "Kaleidoscope'

Can Be Told ABC News

M'A-S'H

Family Feud

FBI-Story

Movie

All Purposes Business

MacNen/Lehrer Newshour

Detective

10:30

Northern Exposure

CBS News

She Sard. He Sax)

10:00

Design W

News

CBC News

Gio Pains

Varied Programs

MONDAY EVENING
6:00

Danger Bay

Love Con.

Sesame Street Q

Varied Programs

Movie

5:30

Donahueg

Days ot Our Lives Q

Instructional Programming

5:00

Geraldo

AM M» Children

Instructional •rogramming

Movie

High Road

As the World Turns

3:30

Close* Look

Instructional

TMC

3:00
Guiding Light

Loving [;
Varied

EM Jake

2:30

Coronation

|BoW. Bea

Instructional

m

2:00

As the Work) Turns

Country Practice
Young and the Restless

Home Com d

m

1:00

Young and the Restless

Journal

Lethal Weapon"

11:00

11:30
Newhart

Arsenio Hall

CBC News

QoH

Secret Agent

News

Sweating Bullets

New,

Tonight Show

Arsemo Halt

Chocolate Edition

EastEnders

iNightline
Movie

MacNM/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Big Band Ballroom Bash

Magic ot Bing Crosby

Fun House

Boss'

Night Court

Movie

Star Trek Next Gener

Married

Dennis Miller

Boss'

Golden Girls Married...

M-A-S'H

Star Trek: Next Gener.

News

Married

M-A-S-H

Ch Flag

Up Close

"About Ust Night
Buy Graham Crusade

Sportscenter College Basketball: Metro Atlantic Championship

Movie: "Throw Momma From the Train"

College Bask •tbaii M V C Championship

[Movie "The Russia House

Mov-e

Awakenings

S10 oft and a free bottle of
Paul Mitchell shampoo with |
every perm (S15 Value)

\T
•2.00 Off Any Service
I What are you waiting for? Call now!|

353-WME

Shopping

Rock

Mysteryi
Get Smart
Hunter

Sportscenter College Basketball
[Clownhouse

fllquanums

Get Ready for Spring Break

Expires March 20,1992

12:30

My Lite as a Dog"

Reading

Married...

12:00

News

mporis

/ - Kr;„r.is I..'.*-.
\~ C.imp.ii I Disc*

■ \

Postcards

k**i*I
^ x 25ai

Local Music vs-.

-/

1

<*/ Rock &
iyjye Ove Shirts

$1.00off
w/ this AD

Stickers !
X

Whisper Power Filter #1 $18.99
Whisper Power Filter #2 $22.99
50 gallon aquarium $39.00
A Discounts on accessories and fish
A Feeder fish $1.00 a dozen
PERRYSBURG
AQUARIUM
420 Louisiana Ave.

(419)874-6504

$6 00 of more. No limit"

Exp.3/12/92

Sale ipecoi o«oer consignment, or »odei excluded

Only 15 minutes from Bowling Green

la

Friiluy Mun-h 6, 1992

The Insider Magazine j
MARCH 10,1992

TUESDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
CD
CD

ffl
®
©
©
ED

6:30

News

7:00

7:30

11:00

8:30

9:00

CBS News

Can Be Told Rescue 91t

Movie

Newsmag

On Road

5th estate

Market PI

CBS News

yVh . niune Jeopardy1

Rescue 9ll

Movie

News

N8C News

Em Tonight

Cur Altai'

in the Heal ot the Night

Law 6 OnJer

Family Feud

Can Be Told ABC News

M'A-S'M

Oceanus

Business

MacNeii/Lehtei Newshour

Reading

Mac Neil/Lehfe* Newshour

Sandiego

Nova

Full House

Boss'

Night Court

Movie

Boss'

Golden Girls Married

M'A'S'H

Billy Graham Ciusade

ESFK

NUA

TMC

Movie

loday

Up Close

Steel Magnolias

Married

Full House

Home Imp

Coach

Stand Dy Me
News

Arsenio Han

sciv

Bonanza

CBS News

Scene ot the Crime

NBC News Special

News

Tonight Show

ABC News Special

Arsemo Mall

Remembering Marilyn

EastEnders

Hollywood Golden Years

Take Charge o' Your Lile

Served

Masterpiece Theatre

Nightlme

O

o

CD
CD
®
S>
63
S3
©

6:30

News
CBC News

Married

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Seattle SuperSomcs

M'A'S'H

Movie

Isportscentei

Snowbrd
j Movie

Mermaids

Newsmag

House Calls

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy*

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Affair

Can Be Told ABC News

M'A'S'H

family F pull

All Purposes Business

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour
Boss'

Boss'

Golden Girls Married

Movie

8:00

Can Be Told Davis Rules

News

Married

9:00

8:30
Brooklyn

9:30

Jake and the Fatman

10:00

11:00

10:30

48 Hours

12:00

News

Newhart

Arsenio Hall
Secret Agent

Nalure o( Things

C8C Ntwi

SCTV

Davis Rules [Brooklyn

Jake and the Fatman

Bitty Graham Crusade

News

Dangerous Curves

Unsolved Mysteries

Seinfeld

Quantum Leap

News

Tonight Show

WonderY

Young Indiana Jones

looogie H

Journal

11:30

Contact

| Night Court

Homelront

Arsenio Ha*

Moody Blues Legend ot a Band

Nat Cole

Japan Voices

Sandiego

Crosby Stills S Nash Concert

Netl Young m Concert

Night Court

Movie

M'A'S'H

Star Trek Next Gener

Iron Eagle
Eklly Graham Crusade

Glory Contd

JMovie

Look Who s Taking Too

Served

Management Management

Married

Dennis Miller

News

Married

M'A'S'H

Siokng Rivalry

Get Smart
Hunter

Sportscenier Legends

Movie

Warlo h

THURSDAY EVENING
fi:00

O
O

o
CD
0
CD

m

CD
QD

News
CBC News

MARCH 12,1992

7:00

7:30

8:00

CBS News

Can Be Told Top Cops

Newsmag

Front Page

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

Knots Landing

Street Stories

11:30

News

12:00

Newhart

Arsenio Hall
Bonanza

Adnenne Clarkson

3 Trolls

CBC News

SCTV

CBs News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

Top Cops

Biiiy Graham C'usade

Knots Landing

News

Silk Stalkings

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Affair

Cosby Show Oil World

Cheers

LA Law

News

Tonight Show

Can Be Told ABC News

M'A'S'H

Family Feud

Movie

Oceanus

Business

MacNerl/Lehrer Newshour

Kids in the Hall

Wings

Cotumbo Goes lo College

I Journal

Primetime Live

Arsenio Hall

Mark Russell Comedy

Mysteryi

Mysteryi

Nat Cole

Reading

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

ThursNite

Old House

Mystery'

Mysleryi

Full House

Boss'

Night Court

Simpsons

Drexeii

Beverly Hills. 90210

Star Trek Ne«t Gener

Boss'

Golden Girls Married

M'A'S'H

Srmpsons

NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at SI Louis Blues

Movie

Married

Sportscenter College Basketball A C C Tournament - First Round

Not Without My Daughter

Conl a

Movie

College Basketball: Atlantic 10 Champ

Eve ot Destruction

JMov*

SPRING
SPECIAL
20 visits for $40
10 visits for $25
5 visits for $15

21 Tanning Beds available
All facilities are air conditioned

1 FREE session with this ad & the
purchase of a package
Exp. 3/20/92

Dennis Miller
Married

Home Shop

Nat Cole

Get Smart
[Hunter

Sportscenter College Basketball Arizona at UCLA
| Martians Go Home'

a

HAIR STUDIO

AlCYE.

353-3281
OFFER GOOD AT
ALL 3 LOCATIONS
& 248 N. Main
& 993 S. Main
& 143 W. Wooster

Married
News

12:30

Shopping

Nightline
Nat Cole

Total Recall

THE TANNING
CENTER

Jr
.V

11:00

News

ESPN Senior Tour
TMC

6:30

Shopping

Star Trek Nenl Genei

College Basketball Northeast Conl Champ
Movie

12:30

JNightline

Crosby Suns S Nash Concert

Sportscenter College Basketball North Atlantic Championship

esPH College Basketoall
TMC

7:30

CBS News

Full House

The First Power

MARCH 11,1992

7:00

Beading

Owl

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Seattle SuperSon.es

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00

12:30

CBC News

Journal

[College Basketball Mid Continent Conl Crump

Tnree Men and a Little Lady

12:00

11:30
Newhan

News

Man Alive

Roseanne

11:00
News

Nova

j Movie

10:30

Uncle Buck

Sporlscenler College Basketball Patnot Championsnip
Conid

9:30

Uncle Buck

News

CBC News

10:00

VIDEO
North 354-1401
1093 N. Main St.
1992
Baseball
Cards
Available
-Topps
-Donruss
-Fleer
-Score

ANN«TT« Dejjflfl
OtUNffl

SYSTtMt

tfBIOLAGE

South 353-1972
998 S. Main St.

FINISHING SPRITZ
SiMt>nw Hmbar linivhiiwj Sprit/ •* * twpnf t>
*« •»" -wrunil •« iM-mirtuir «*!* d*U.K o*
■Of 4II-OW ho4d Na'ur.il i<irnintonrfvi-<ir,( h th.
K*t <md prom I jfciimi hwi styling d jrthiflr
Stop b> lodjy and -hem you porch**/- 1 lull »i/rd
finithinK Spirt/ you'll mntv t*OI Sprit/.11
JwpwulunnflV

Rent one movie
or Nintendo game
get one FREE
Exp. 3/13/92

$2 off a haircut or
$5 off a perm

SYSTEMS

■SBIOLAGE.
Byyirutiix-

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8-8/Fri. 8-6/Sar.8-3

141 W. Wooster 354-8533

